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Space Technology Laboratories is responsible for the over-all systems engin,eering, technical direction 

and related research for the Air Force Intercontinental and Intermediate Range Ballistic Missile Programs and 

for the highly successful Thor-Able series of ICBM range re-entry launches .• In addition, STL carries out spe

cial experimental projects for such agencies as the National Aeronautics and Space Administration and the 

Advanced Research Projects Agency. On behalf of these agencies and in conjunction with the Air Force Bal

listic Missile Division, STL designed and produced the Pioneer I payload', "'~ne of the most sophisticated fact

finding devices ever launched into space. In addition, STL provided systems engineering and technic'al direction 

for the Air Force satellite, the Atlas SCORE .• In support of these and future requirements, STL'S activities pro-
c 

vide a medium through which scientists and engineers are able to direct their interests and abilities towards 

the solution of complex space age problems~ STL invites inquiries regarding staf( openings in any of the five 

major areas of the company's activities. 

Physical Research Laboratory 
... conducts basic research including 
analytical and experimental investiga
tions in magnetohydrodynamics, ther
monuclear power, plasma physics. and 
low temperature solid state physics. 

Systems Engineering Division 
••• has the over-all responsibility for 
the system integration of the Atlas, 
Titan, Thor, and Minuteman weapons 
systems, in addition to responsibility 
for technical direction of the airframe. 
sub-system. assembly and test, and 
ground support activities; evaluates 
propos~d futlire-weapons and space 
systems. 

Electronics Laboratory 
••• provides technical direction for, and 
conducts studies leading to, design and 
specifications of advanced guidance, 
control, and communication systems: 
also packaging, environmental testing 
and over-aU checkout. 

Astrovehicles Laboratory 
••. conceives. evaluates. designs, devel
oPS. and tests space vehicle systems; 
provides technical direction of propul
sion, nose cone, and airframe sub
systems: explores new propulsion, 
airframe, re-entry, and ground hand
ling techniques. 

Computation & Data Reduction Center 
•.• provides a centralized mathe
matical and computing facility and 
engages in advanced research in data 
systems, information theory, computa
tion systems and automatic program
ming. systems and hardware simUlation, 
and applied mathematics. 
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Readers' and 
Editor's Forum 

EDUCATION AND COMPUTERS 
I. 

For some time it has been clear that much is not good 
in education in the United States, and this fact affects 
education for the field of computers as well as educa· 
tion for other fields. 

A year ago, in the April 1958 issue of "Computers and 
Automation" the following appeared (p. 28): 

To: All readers of Computers and Automation 
To obtain more good computer people requires better 

education in elementary and high schools -- in science, 
in mathematics, and in the fundamentals -- reading, 
writing, and arithmetic. 

To obtain better education in these subjects requires 
work by aroused persons in every community of the 
United States -:- persons aroused to pull education in 
the United States up to higher standards of accomplish
ment. 

We are starting the publication of a very simple and. 
informal monthly report "Better Education." If you are 
stirred up about inadequacies in the education that your 
children are receiving in your community, you are in
vited to write us, and we will send you at least one 
issue of "Better Education" free. 

Since that time ten issues of "Better Education" have 
been published and have been sent to subscribers ($1.00 
a year), by the publishers of "Computers and Automa
tion." 

II. 
Another step is now being taken. The following 

letter is scheduled to appear in the current April issue 
of "Communications of the Association for Computing 
Machinery.' , 

To: All Members of the Association for Computing 
Machinery. 

From: Edmund C Berkeley, Chairman, A.CM. Sec
ondary Education Committee, 815 Washington 
St., Newtonville 60, Mass. 

The quality of education in elementary and secondary 
schools is one of the most important factors bearing on 
the training of young people for doing good work in 
mathematics, science, and computing machinery. 

As chairman of this committee of the Association, I 
am eager to find out the names and addresses of all 
ACM members who are interested in and concerned 
about the quality of education in: 

readinK mathematics, 
writing, science, and 
arithmetic, related subjects 

-- the quality of such education actually being produced 
in the schools in their neighborhoods. 

The plan is: to form an HACM Division For Better 
Education"; to put together and distribute a list of names 
and addresses of all ACM members interested in this 
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field; to set up in this ACM division close contact be
tween all such members; and to exchange information 
and discussion, and if feasible, arrange local meetings. 
This'plan has the approval of Dr. Paul Brock, Chairman 
of the Education Committee of the ACM, and Dr. 
Richard W. Hamming, President of the Association. 

With 30 to 50 percent of young people entering col
lege who cannot read adequately for college work, our 
concern must reach beyond the territory of just mathe
matics, science~ and automatic computers in junior and 
senior years of high school. 

Would you please returh the following reply form 
(or a copy of it) if you are interested in being in the 
ACM "Division For Better Education"? 

If you have any remarks, comments, ideas, suggestions, 
references, etc., related to this subject of better edura
tion, I will be glad to receive them. 

If you would .like to work on any projects in this 
division, ple~se,i:rt~~l me. 

REPLY FORM (may be copied on any piere of paper) 
To: E. C Berkeley, Chairman 

ACM Secondary Education Committee 
815 Washington Street 
Newtonville 60, Massachusetts 

o I am interested in better education and its relation 
'to automatic' computers. Please include me in the 
"ACM Divis'ion for Better Education." 
Remarks----------------------------------

Mr name and address are attached. 

III. 
At the same time as the ACM Division on Better Edu

cation is being established, Computers and Automation 
is establi-;hing a "C&A Division on Better Education." 
We speak: 

To: All Readers of Computers and Automation who 
do not happen to be members of Association 
for Computing Machinery. 

In reference to the above letter, if you are interested 
in being in the C&A Division for Better Education 
(which will operate in parallel with the corresponding 
ACM division and for the same purposes), will you 
please return the following reply form (or a copy of it) ? 

REPLY FORM (may be copied on any piece of paper) 
To: E. C Berkeley, Editor 

o 

Computers and Automation 
815 Washington Street 
Newtonville 60, Mass. 
I am interested in better education and its relation 
to automatic computers. Please include me in the 
"C&A Division for Better Education" since I am 
not a member of the ACM. 
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"COM PUTER PROGRAMMING at soc is a fundamental discipline rather than a service. This 
approach to programming reflects the special nature of soC's work-developing large-seale computer-centered systems. 

"Our computing facility is the largest in the world. Our worl< includes programming for real time systems, studies of 
automatic programming, machine translation I pattern recognition, information retrieval, simulation I and a variety of other 
data processing problems. SOC is one of the few organizations that carries on such broad research and development 
in programming. 

"When we consider a complex system that involves a high speed computer, we 1001< on the computer program as a 
system component-one requiring the same attention as the hardware, anp designed to mesh with other components. 
We feel that the program must not simply be patched in later. This point of view means that SOC programmers are 
participants in the development of a system and that they influence the design of components such as computers and 
communication links, in much the same way as hardware design influences computer programs. 

II Major expansion in our worp. has created a number of new positions for those who wish to accept new challenges 
in programming, Senior positions are open. I suggest you write directly to Mr. William Keefer at the address below. 
He is responsible for prompt response to your correspondence," 

Senior Computer Systems Specialist 



proven again and again: Burroug ks 205 Oomputer 

Designed to handle with ease a wide range of computational problems, the Burroughs 205 is delivering results 

daily in a great variety of scientific and business applications ... from refinery design to inventory control, wind 

tunnel test analysis to insurance premium billing, telemetered data reduction to operatibns research. The 205 

was selected to work on these and countless other tasks because of its speed, 4080 words of memory, ease 

of program loading, vast magnetic tape storage capacity and multiple-card processing versatility ... features 

which make the 205 today's best dollar-for-dollar computer value. The 205 is just one part of a complete line 

of Burroughs electronic data processing equipment, helping hundreds of industrial users to save precious ~an

hours and to solve important problems. Write for 205 brochure, EleetroData Division, Pasadena, California. 



Remarks --------

My name and address are attached. 

We very much hope that through the launching of 
these two cooperating "Divisions for Better Education," 
the cause of better education in the, United States may 
be advanced. 

REFERENCE AND SURVEY INFORMATION 

PUBLISHED IN 
"COMPUTERS AND AUTOMATION" 

One of the areas in which Computers and Automation 
has concentrated since it began in 1951 has been the pub
lishing of reference and survey information relating to 
our field: "computers and data processors - the auto
m1tic handling of information - and applications and 
implications, including automation." 

We now publish more than 20 kinds of reference in
formation. It may be of interest to put down the latest 
inve!1tory (retrospective and prospective) of these kinds: 
Organizations: 

Roster of Organizations in the Computer Feld (June 
1958; next one, June 1959) 

Roster of Consulting Services (June 1958; next one, 
June 1959) 

Roster of Computing Services (June 1958; next one, 
June 1959) 

Snrvey of Computing Services (July 1958) 
Computers and Data Processors: 

Survey of Special Purpose Digital Computers (Sept. 
1958) 

Survey of Commercial Computers (Nov. 1958) 
An~ual Computer Census (May 1958) 
Types of Automatic Computing Machinery (Nov. 

1958) 
Roster of Automatic Computers (June 1956) 

Products and Services in the Computer Field: 
Products and Services for Sale or Rent (June 1958; 

next one, June 1959) 
Classes of Products and Services (June 1958) 
Types of Components of Automatic Computing Ma

chinery (Nov. 1958) 
Survey of Basic Computer Components (Feb. 1959) 

Applications: 
Important Applications of Computers (Oct. 1958) 
Novel Applications of Computers (Mar. 1958, Mar. 

1959) 
Markets: 

Computer Market Survey (May 1957; next one, May 
1959) 

The Market for Computers in Banking (Sept. 1957) 
The Market for Computers in the Oil and Natural 

Gas Industry (Nov. ~1957) 
People: 

Who's Who in the Computer Field (various issues) 

Pictorial Reports: 
1958 Pictorial Report on the Computer Field (Dec. 

1958) 
A Pictorial Manual on Computers (Dec. 1957, Jan. 

1958) (reprint available) 

Words and Terms: 
Glossary of Terms and Expressions in the Computer 

Field (Oct. 1956, reprint available) 
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Information. and Publications: 
Books and Other Publications (many issues) 
New Patents (many issues) 
Computer Talks (many issues) 
Survey of Recent Articles (March 1959; April 1959) 

With the ever-increasing expansion of the computer 
field, the field of automatic handling of information, it 
is easy to predict that more and more reference informa
tior, of these and other kinds will need to be published; 
and this we shall plan to do. For it is a fact that refer
ence information of the kind here described is not com
putable from automatic computing machinery -- instead, 
it comes from collecting observations and reports about 
the real world. To use mathematical language, it con
sist~ of observational, not analytic truths. 

EXPRESSION AND REPORTING OF VIEWS ON 
SOCIAL RESPONSIBILITY 

James J. Lamb 
Fellow, 1. R. E. 

South Norwalk, Conn. 
To the Editor: 

I have been following with great interest your edi
torial effort reg:uding social responsibility of computer 
scientists, and most heartily applaud you for it. 

It seems to me you have done an especially fine thing 
in making inquiry of other publication editors, and mak
ing the results known in the excellent piece in your De
cember '58 issue ("Editorial Policy of 50 Technical 
Magazines on Publishing Discussion and Argument on 
the Social Responsibility of Scientists and Engineers," in 
Computers and Automation, vol. 7, no. 12, Dec. 1958, 
pp 21-26). 

It is very heartening to learn from this that there is a 
preponderance of sensibility regarding social responsi
bility among the editors, even evident in those who ob
viously are undel publi:5hers' restraint. 

The letter f rem E. K. Gannett, Managing Editor of 
the I. R. E. Proceedings and other Institute publications, 
while strictly a!1swering your questionnaire, does not tell 
the whole story regarding the forward-looking publica
tion accomplishment of the I. R. E. generally, in non
technical material bearing on social (and even ethical) 
aspects of technology relating to and involving compu
ters. This, quite properly, has been shown in papers 
published in the 1. R. E. "Transactions on Engineering 
Management," one sample being my own paper "Auto
mation - Its Moral and Spiritual Implications," PGEM 
("Proceedings of the Technical Group on Engineering 
Management"), Vol. EM-5, No.1, March 1958. 

More power to your hand in the good work. 

THE PHILOSOPHY OF COMPUTERS IN SOCIETY 
AND THE RESPONSIBILITY OF COMPUTER 

PEOPLE IN SOCIETY 

For the first time in a major meeting of computer peo
ple, the subject of the responsibility of computer people 
in society and the philosophy of computers in society has 
been organized ~c; a session of papers. This occurred in the 
Western Joint Computer Conference meeting in San 
Francisco, March 3-5, 1959, with a session and papers as 
follows: 

[Please turn to page 20] 
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BURROUGHS COMPUTER SYSTEM COMPONENTS 

MANUAL TAPE PUNCH 
Eliminates the problem of re-inserting 
perforated tape for repunching in the 
main perforating unit. A precision 
unit with particular application 
as a method for insertion of 
information into an already prepared 
tape. It accommodates standard Teletype 
and Commercial Controls Flexowriter 
tapes, and corrects up to an 8-hole 

. code. Tape is easily inserted through a 
guided slot and held in perfect register. 

PINBOARD PROGRAMMING ASSEMBLIES 
Used in the Burroughs ElOl 
desk-size computer, now 
individually available as a 
basic control unit or stored 
program device. Simple and 
versatile: a single pin completes 
a circuit. Complete programs 
can be quickly changed by 
inserting previously prepared 
plug-in units. Expandable, with 
three types of pinboard receptacle 
units. Compact: 11%" by 3%". 

DIGITAL MAGNETIC TAPE TRANSPORTS 
Several transports are offered to meet a variety 
of tape speed and tape width requirements. 
Bi-directional units operate at speeds up to 75 
inches per second. Multiple speed units are also 
available. Ten-speed transport handles tape at 
speeds from 1 Vz to 90 inches per second. All 
transports incorporate vacuum controlled reel 
servo systems for gentle tape handling, end-of-tape 
sensing, fast start and stop, remote and local 
control, easy threading and dust free operation. 
A file protection device and air-conditioning 
manifolds are available. Years of proven reliability 
in Burroughs computer systems and other 
digital applications. 

DECIMAL KEYBOARDS 
The answer to the widespread 
for a modestly priced, versatile 
manual-input device. Thoroughly 
proven with the Burroughs 205 
and 220 computing systems, 
the Decimal Keyboard is a 13-key 
unit that can be readily integrated into 
a wide variety of data processing and 
communications systems. Compact, with feather
light touch which provides high speed of input. 
A I6-key unit is also available. 

MAGNETIC STORAGE DRUM 
A small, high-speed magnetic drum 
for intermediate storage-proven 
in use with Burroughs 205 and 220 
computing systems. It buffers 
information between the computer 
and various input-output units. 
Revolves at 21, 600 rpm, permitting 
access to stored data in average 
time of 1.4 milliseconds. Easy 
matching with either transistor or 
vacuum tube circuitry. Furnished 
complete, including 10 dual read-write 
head assemblies and drive motor. 

PHOTOREADER 
Reads 1,000 characters per second ... 
stops on a single character, then 
reads the next within five milliseconds 
after restart. The finest and fastest 
precision perforated paper-tape·reader 
commercially available as a 
component. Developed as an input 
unit for the Burroughs 220 computing 
system, the Photoreader may be 
mounted in any standard 19" 
cabinetry-or ordered already housed 
in the 220 cabinet, as pictured. 

For complete details on these or other Burroughs Computer System Components, write to Component Sales, ElectroData Division, Pasadena, California. 

Burroughs Corporation 
"NEW DIMENSIONS/in electronics and data processing systems" 
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COMPUTER POWER: 
A PUBLIC UTILITY? 

Alan O. Mann 
Commercial Coordinator of Computers and Automation 

Philco Corp. 
Philadelphia, Pa. 

(Based on a talk at the Annual Electronics Conference, American Management Assoc'n, 
New York, March 2-4, 1959) 

Electronic Power 
. Today, my topic is "Power," and, although un

orthodox, my text is from the 62nd Psalm - "God hath 
spoken once; twice have I heard this; that power be
longeth unto God." 

* * * * 
Keeping this prophetic note in the backs of our minds, 

let's give some thought to what we in business have been 
doing with our custodianship of electronic power. 

First, we note our constant emphasis on bits and pieces 
of our information-handling problems rather than on 
the whole. It is impressive to note, in countless con
versations with lower and middle managers who are do
ing work in this particular area, their almost universal 
acknowledgement that their piecemeal methods and at
tacks are not right. They volunteer acknowledgements 
that what they're doing now is too limited in scope and 
less than satisfactory but the best they can do. They 
claim that it is the best they can do because of limitations 
which upper management imposes upon scope -limita
tions on costs primarily, founded in many instances on 
surmisals, misunderstandings or assumptions arrived at 
without basis in fact or logic. So, in general, it would 
appear that we are still required to determine the feasi
bility or advisability of computers in applications; we 
pre-select rather than determine first the over-all needs 
of our particular business in the light of how they might 
be resolved with the help of available and attainable 
electronic power .. 

Emphasis on Managing an Enterprise 
In the most recent issue of the Harvard Business Re

view, Peter Drucker made some cogent statements con
cerning the present status of management science. Per
haps because the electric computer is or will be inex
tricably tied up with management science, it seems to me 
that some of Mr. Drucker's statements apply equally to 
the present status of computer application in business. 
As I read his statements now, keep in mind the fact that 
he applied them to management science but that I am 
inferring their possible applicability to computer uses 
to date. Here we go: 

"The bulk of the work today concerns itself with 
the sharpening of already existing tools for spe
cific technical functions - such as quality control 
or inventory control, warehouse location or freight
car allocation, machine loading, maintenance sched
uling or order handling. . . But there is almost no 
work, no organized thought, no emphasis on man
aging an enterprise - on the risk-making, risk-
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taking, decision-making job ... The emphasis is on 
techniques rather than on principles, on mechanics 
rather than on decisions, on tools rather than on 
results, and, above all, on efficiency of the part 
rather than on performance of the whole. . . For 
management science (substitute 'the computer') 
to become a gadget bag ... not only means a missed 
opportunity; it may also mean loss of its potential 
to contribute sltogether, if not its degeneration into 
a mischief maker." 
Are you as impressed as I with the validity of these 

statements as they might be applied to computer de
velopments to date? 

What is computer power? I'm sure we all agree that 
the computer does have power - an ability, a potential 
force capable of exercising control, of acting to pro
duce change or to bring about a new event. This is a 
definition of power of all kinds. But if we look at this 
8bility in the way the psychologists do, we would divide 
it into two categories - its active powers or faculties, 
and its passive powers or capacities. 

In this light some organizations today are concerning 
themselves with the faculties or active powers of the 
computer, while others (and fewer) are concerning 
themselves primarily with the passive powers or capaci-. 
ties. My thesis is that we should, all of us, be concentrat
ing on its capacities - that we should consider computer 
power almost from the me.taphysical veiwpoint of Aris
totle - as a state which, while not actually in existence, 
is awaiting the fitting conditions in order to manifest 
what it already potentially is. 

Potential Computer Ability Available 
On this b~sis, computer power consists of actual 

ability used and potential ability available. 
First, actual ability used - Vlhat is it? It is: 
- Data manipulation (SOlt, match, merge, collate, 

file, etc.). 
- Computation. 
- Data reporting. 
- Applications - individually, singly, compartmental-

ized, clocked to specific, limiting, governing time 
periods. 

Second, potential ability available - What is it? It is: 
- Data manipulation, computation, data reporting-

the same as before. 
- But it's also speed. 
- It's also combinatorial capabilities. 
- It's also multiple use, togetherness, simultaneity, 

integration. 
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- It's expressed in terms that are beginning to show 
up a little more extensively in computer thought: 

Simultaneous read - write - compute. 
Multiple access. 
Numbers of simultaneous inputs and outputs of 

many kinds. 
Wide ranges of timing requirements. All sorts 

of speeds of input, output and processing, 
functioning automatically together. 

What does this say to us in business? 
--: We're generally handling basic transactions (paper

work) as we've always known it - just a whole lot 
faster. 

- We're using the same old inputs - paper forms, 
punched cards, punched paper tape, typewri~er key
strokes. 

- We're asking for the same old outputs- paper 
for~s, reports and punched cards or punched tapes 
whlCh we can re-introduce as inputs back into the 
system. 

- We're in general applying a high-priced, so-called 
"office machine" to an old familiar, long-established 
business system. 

- We're not determining the real, over-all fundamen
tal needs of our businesses in the light of all that 
might be done to satisfy them through the capaci
ties of the electronic art. 

Those of you whose companies are now operating 
computers (or planning computers), think over these 
questions: 

17 

- Are you processing all your data through the com
puter, or only certain specific parts which you con
sistently call "applications"? 

- Is your company only working on the possibilities 
of adding more pieces or 'applications' to it? 

- Is your computer connected to the communications 
network of your company so that all basic transac
tions enter and leave it as promptly as you need? 

-Is your computer system producing all your en
gineering computations, some of your essential 
charts, and even some of your engineering draw-
ings? . 

- Is it connected to production machinery in the fac
tory, reading gages and meters and feeding back 
instructions which operate the controls on your 
machinery? 

- Is it providing to your managers, from your chief 
executive officer down, most of the information they 
use each time they have to make a risk, take a risk, 
or make a decision? Are you usirig it for all the 
following purposes? 

- In determining when to increase or decrease your 
personnel at all levels and how much? 

- For planning capital expansion or retraction? 
- Evaluating and adjusting your product line? 
- Setting your prices or rates? 
- Changing your financing? 
- Revising your marketing? 
- Programming your advertising? 
- Editing and printing your catalogs? 
- Mapping out and policing your competitive strate-

gy? 
- Naming your products? 
- Retrieving information from your reference library? 

- Policing the flow, motion and interrelationships of 
all your facilities and manpower throughout your 
entire organization? 

Functions Within Computer Power 
If your answer is "no" to some of these questions, it's 

possible that you're dealing too much with faculties and 
too little with capacities. All these individual functions 
are within the power of the computer technology today 
even though they may not all be within the power of 
your present specific computer system or the present 
knowledge and experience of your company's personnel. 
If, however, you are planning and ~orking only on the 
efficiency of the part and not also on the potential per
formance of the whole, you are pointed in the direction 
of "the gadget bag, the missed opportunity." 

Military Systems Using Computers 
Of course, we must acknowledge that the magnitude 

and cost of carrying out all the work involved in the 
whole - its principles and its decisions - is great. It is 
this magnitude that seems to make the work of the mili
tary on computer systems more major than the work of 
commerce and industry. Whether· we like it or not, it is 
the military that is in general guiding the future of the 
technology more than industry. While industry is 
largely concerning itself with the application of already 
existing tools for specific technical functions, the mili
tary is devoting its organized thought and work to the 
managing of its entire enterprise. The scope of its prob
lems is such that it must deal in team efforts, in integra
tion, on such a scale that all the potential capabilities 
within the electronic art must be made to work together 
in correlation so that they can provide what is needed by 
the managers (commanders) all over the world.in their 
risk-making, risk-taking decisions. While the military, 
like industry, is concerned with the processing of the 
detailed papers of orders, requisitions, paychecks, and 
the like, they seem to be more deeply concerned with 
how those details fit into the over-all requirements and 
concepts of administration. Thus, they speak more of 
systems than computers. They search for all elements of 
electronic power that can be fitted together to provide 
greater power in the ultimate decision-making. Their 
systems concepts require the inclusion of capabilities 
which industry in general needs but does not or per
haps cannot yet, for economic and other reasons, include 
- infra-red, radar, television, telemetering, microwave, 
tropospheric scatter, automatic switching within com
munications networks, computers talking to computers, 
visual displays, multiple control centers, portable com
puters, real-time controls, sub-systems within systems, 
etc. 

Thus, in designing its systems concept, the military is 
<,nalyzing the needs of every level and in every branch 
of its organization to determine the precise nature of 
t hose needs in the light of the technological ability to 
supply them. Out of their analyses are coming specifica
tions - requirements - based not on specific units of 
equi pment available for purchase, but on the engineer
ing together of attainable equipment powers into new 
and exceedingly powerful systems. The scale of their 
team activities in conceptual formulation has become so 
large that the manufacturers to whom they turn have 
similarly pooled their resources and brainpower in order 
to satisfy the needs. 
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I'm sure you've heard of some of such systems
Sage, Bemews, Rapcon, and a recent one, the Field Data 
System that will bring together into one system from 
f,everal manufacturers, several different new designs of 
computer and several different communications facilities. 

Systems Too Powerful for B~siness? 
Thus, while individual electronics manufacturers are 

largely renting to business firms, product lines of com
puters with varying degrees of power, they are produc
ing for the military total systems of much greater power 
and scope. They are developing systems of data pro
cessing which, in some cases, they believe are too costly 
and too powerful for you in business to consider at this 
time. 

But these capabilities which are being developed to
day are the capabilities to be available to you in the fu
ture. They are the ones around which you should be 
formulating your concepts and toward which you should 
be pointing your future plans. All of your thinking 
should be in th~ direction of such new and more potent 
uses of computer power. I would recommend that you 
search out, procure and study as many of these com
prehensive system projects as you can, both in the mili
tary and in industry. 

'Major Integrated Projects Using Computers 
Representative of these is the work of the Army Ord

nance Supply System in its project MASS and related 
efforts to tie together all worldwide elements of supply
demand forecasting, depot storage and distribution and 
field service operations. Not satisfied with analyses and 
decisions based on historic supplying of materials to the 
Army, they have done significant work in determining 
demands (needs) and in constructing techniques for 
governing future supply in accordance with forecasted 
demand. They are considering not only the detailed 
processing of necessary paperwork at an operating level 
but also the over-all management correlation of every 
aspect of supplying a massive, world-wide organization 
and controlling it quantitatively, qualitatively and fiscal
ly. 

Similar significant work is being done in many other 
branches of the Army, Navy and Air Force, such as the 
Air Material Command, the Strategic Air Command, 
the Aviation Supply Office of the Navy, Navy BuPers, 
the Naval Gun Factory, the Marine Corps, and in vari
ous other specific projects connected with battlefield sur
veillance, sea surveillance, air traffic control and defense. 
There are untold major projects where the integration of 
manpower controls, supply and logistic controls, and 
monetary controls is attaining significant proportions in 
enterprises of enormous magnitude and scope. And, their 
problems are very much the same as yours in terms of 
administrative control needs - in many respects no 
more demanding of integration, power and economic 
reality. 

Throughout these and many industrial and commer
cial organizations, there are accompanying programs for 
relating the computers directly with automatically
switched communications networks. Programs are more 
and more calling for the interconnection of numerous 
scattered locations on wire and microwave networks, 
automatically switching data transmission by a wide 
variety of techniques, teletypewriters, teleprinters, trans
ceivers, dataphone systems, kineplex systems, transactors. 
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Some of these projects are so increasing in scope, magni
tude and speed requirements that the automatic switching 
controls require the power of the large-scale computer it
self. The problems of the switching and the processing 
are becoming intermingled to an extent needed by the 
users and consistent with the principles which underly 
the electronic art. For precursors of the power that is be
coming available to you in business, look into these ac
tivities in depth within the military, government agencies 
and firms like Sylvania, Carborundum, DuPont, U. S. 
Steel, Alcoa, Western Electric, General Electric, etc. 

Tc1emetering and Computers 
Telemetering has been quietly receiving its major 

boost within the aircraft and continuous processing in
dustries. The ideas of closed-loop systems of remote 
control by means of electronic computers and communi
cations (which general business is still categorizing as 
"blue sky" and dreams), are concurrently turning into 
realities throug!:1 the efforts of technicians in certain or
ganizations. 

Strangely, there are some cases where the enginee'ring 
branch of a company has forged ahead in the develop
ment of sophisticated telemetering systems while the 
general management of the same company has appeared 
unaware that its administrative data processing :vas con
tinuing in the old periodic, unresponsive tradition, al
though both areas involve data processing for control. 

Total Systems for Industrial Control 
The test-flights of a supersonic aircraft equipped with 

a couple of thousand metering and measuring devices 
which are const3.ntly transmitting their readings to com
puting equipment on the ground for analysis and guid
ance instructions back to the aircraft are in a way a 
simulation of an industrial system. The' same is t;ue 
for missile systems and fire control systems. Here again, 
to see the power you in industry need and can be getting, 
look into the telemetering activities of the military, the 
aircraft companies, the oil companies and organizations 
such as General Electric, DuPont, and even down to 
such relatively small concerns as the Platte Pipe Line 
Company. Look too, into the process control develop
ments among the manufacturers who specialize in in
strumentation and are quietly producing effective analog 
and digital systems for data logging, data processing and 
process control. They are contributing elements of elec
tronic power which can conceivably be coupled and in
tegrated into your future total industrial control systems. 

There are many other areas of electronic development 
and application where major work is being done which, 
although potentially important to the total business sys
tem formulation, is not generally thought of as bear
ing any relationship to cost .accounting, order process
ing, production scheduling or even managerial decision
making. Significant work in the engineering of roads 
for determinations of cuts and fills, has yet to be cor
related with all the other aspects of road construction 
logistics, labor distribution, planning, scheduling, ac
counting, etc. The work of the libraries in business or
ganizations, educational institutions such as Western Re
serve and Lehigh University and others, toward elec
tronic solutions to the increasingly massive problems of 
information cataloguing, abstracting, stolage and re
trieval, is another instance where potential solutions to 
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business problems may be developing. Even among some 
of the electronic computer manufacturers themselves ac
complishments in this area are not yet being clearly 
correlated into the hardwar;e concepts presented to you 
as answers to your business problem. Yet, part of your 
over-all problem contains major elements of voluminous 
information cataloguing, storage and retrieval. 

The traffic and transportation solutions that are being 
developed by many organizations offer further elements 
of potential computer power to those in commercial and 
industrial concerns who have large problems of trans
portation, routings and traffic control even though trans
port is definitely not your basic business. Here, again, 
you should look into the work of the supply and logistics 
groups in the Department of Defense, the Transportation 
Center at Northwestern University, a number of the 
municipal and state governments, the airlines, some of 
the oil companies and others. They are mustering new 
and more potent uses of computer power which you 
need. 

Computer Speed 
The computel's distinctiveness is speed in multiple, 

speed in doing many cogitative things at one time. It 
is made as a composite from the logical thought-process 
of many, many individuals, put together in relative 
leisure. It is the extension of a very large number of 
human minds and is being made increasingly to do what 
an individual or a growing group of individuals cannot 
do - perform combinations of human intellectual func
tions with superhuman timing - prefabricated intellec
tual functions, as it were. So the computer power we 
are talking about is its speed, which is awaiting the 
fittjng conditions in order !o manifest what it already 
potentially is. 

There is an economic feature in this power that is of 
very real interest to all of us: The greater the speed we 
can engineer into the computer, the lower and lower we 
can drive the unit cost of data processing. As speeds go 
up, unit costs go down. This fact of itself will force 
us to graduate from our past and current inclinations to 
differentiate between two separate categories of com
puter - those we say require small input/output/storage 
and large arithmetic capabilities (which we call 'scientific' 
computers), and those we say require large input/output 
Istorage and small arithmetic capabilities (which we 
call 'business' computers). From an over-all standpoint, 
whatever our data processing needs may be, I repeat
the greater the speed or power, the lower the unit 
cost. 

Cost Reduction in Computer Power 
"But," you say, "Mr. Speaker; this is all well and 

good for large organizations who can afford such cost 
reduction, like the wealthy man who can buy his food 
wholesale for cash - in quantity - while the poor fel
low buys it a little at a time and still has to pay his 
higher prices. Aren't the smaller companies going to 
have to continue using lower-priced equipments? Aren't 
they going to have to go on paying more than the low
est unit costs of data processing, simply because of the 
utilization problem - all the capacity they have to buy 
but cannot utilize during more than a small fraction of 
each day?" 

Computer Power as a Public Utility 
My answer is, "Maybe so." However, there may be a 
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strange new combination of circumstances developing 
right under our very noses that could answer this prob
lem of the smaller users sooner and more fully than we 
realize. Perhaps the computer business is even now 
changing its original complexion from that of competi
tive free enterprise into that of a public utility. Perhaps 
there is developing a situation in the manufacture and 
use of computers which will force the business into the 
pattern of maximum use and minimum profit which is 
the basic characteristic of a public business. ' 

Analogies 
It is not without purpose that I chose to speak of 

'power' here today. For there are certain analogies 
which appear to exist between the computer and the 
electric power business, analogies which might almost 
lead one to believe that the computer business cannot 
maintain its present status as a private competitive en
terprise. I repeat: the computer business appears to 
have many of the basic characteristics of a public utility. 

What are the bases that prompt me to_ suggest such a 
possibility? First, there are legal bases - for whether 
or not any business is a public utility is determined by 
the law. Thus, decisions which have been made in the 
past by the Supreme Court of the U. S. should serve as 
criteria against which we might evaluate such an idea. 
Secondly, there are economic bases that can be checked. 
What are the economic characteristics of the computer 
business in comparison with those of other businesses? 
Here, too, are some of the criteria which are used by 
the Legal in arriving at their decisions. And thirely, 
there are the historical bases for checking our idea, on 
the strength of the fact that history has always had a 
strange way of repeating itself. 

Essence of Public Utility Service 
Since the law functions on the basis of historic prece

dent, and since the question of public utility vs. private 
enterprise is primarily an economic one, it is difficult to 
separate any analysis into the three neat, distinctive divi
sions. So let us just briefly look at the case without re
gard for classification. Here are some interesting points 
to think about: 
1. It is generally conceded that the essence of public 

utility service lies in centralized sources of supply. Is 
not the essence of the computer a centralization of the 
source of processed data supply? 

2. Public utilities tend to be incustries in which there 
is an unusually low rate of capital turnover - gen
erally in the range of once every four or five years as 
against much faster turnover in the competitive 
businesses - automobile manufacture, department 
stores, chain stores and the like. Capital turnover 
in the computer business is extremely slow. 

~. In public utility operations, a large proportion of 
the total costs is relatively fixed. The same goes for 
computer operation. 

4. In the public utility there are characteristically vari
able demands for service through the periods of day, 
week, month . . . And there is a low utilization fac
tor - a low ratio of average load to rated capacity. 
Yet there is a duty to supply the demands for service 
when it is wanted. Thus there is a definite neec for 
reserve capacity and a significant effort must be made 
to improve utilization by filling up the low periods 
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of load with other kinds of utilization. So it would 
seem to be with the computer. 

5. Also pecuF:~r to the public utility is a high ratio of 
the maximum demands of the parts of a system to 
the maximum demand of the whole system. This 
high maximum coincident demand requires stand-by 
or reserve capacity. Is this not so in the use of com
puters? 

6. And then 3. really major point that is almost uniquely 
a characteristic of the public utilities - the more 
powerful the units of equipment can be made, the 
less the unit cost of capacity. This is an aspect of 
the computer which I have been emphasizing rather 
strongly here today. 

Joint Production of Computer Power 

7. Another specific characteristic of the public utility is 
that some of its services may be jointly produced, 
with one service or output so arranged that its pro
duction wtlJ lead to the production of another, to 
effect economies such as could not be realized if they 
were separ3tely produced. Here it would seem that 
the generation of associations for the interchange 
and sharing. of computer programs might fit this 
criterion. Cases are also coming into existence for 
standardization of transaction forms and language 
between business firms to assist each other in pro
cessing purchase orders, invoices, receiving notices, 
etc. Furthermore, the tendency toward the forma
tion of service bureaus, and cooperative groupings 
such as SPAN, might further come under this cate
gory. As a matter of fact, there seems to be an in
formal trend developing these days, where some 
quite large business firms rent computers from the 
manufacturers with the pre-established intent of go
ing into the service bureau business as a means of 
effecting economies for themselves. They render 
computer service although that is far from their 
business charter. 

Historic Comparison with Electric Power 

8. Which get~ us into an historic comparison with the 
public utility. Many of our present public utilities 
had their beginnings this way - cooperatives, joint 
yentures, and even extreme cases like a farmer es
tablishing an electric power plant and gradually be
ginning to sell power services to others, including 
non-farmers, as a means of affording the service for 
himself. 

9. Another historically analogous feature seems to be 
displayed in the growth of the computer business. 
In past cases where the high cost of the plant and 
the large scale upon which the business was con
ducted began to destroy effective competition, the 
business gradually turned into public utility. It 
would appear that whenever a business has grown 
to such vast proportions that such vast sums have 
become involved in constructing competing systems 
and few if any have cared to take the risk for fear 
of failure, it has become a public utility. 

10. Current practice in the computer business is becoming 
increasingly one of equipment rental rather than 
equipment sale, with accompanying provision of 
maintenance, spare parts, training and other services 
included in the rental rates charged. This is another 
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significant historical characteristic of the public utili
ty business. 

Coupling of Computers and Communication 

11. The rising trend toward the coupling of computers 
with communications systems is merely acknow ledg
ing the fact that a substantial portion of all data pro
cessing consists of data communication. It seems to 
me that this trend will continue at an increasing 
tempo for the development of comprehensive data 
processing systems. If so, the common carriers will 
be used more and more as inherent parts of the sys
tems - and this communications portion of the 
service is already established as a public utility. 

12. Historically, whenever the consumer has developed 
wants that have begun to extend beyond the services 
being offered by the supplier, although within the 
potential capabilities of the supplier, action has been 
stimulated to provide impetus beyond that of normal 
competition. Current data processing demands for 
cheaper and more effective input/output devices, for 
protection from equipment obsolescence and its ex
cessive reprogramming costs, for microwave links at 
lower cost, and the like, might fall under this same 
class of historic impetus toward the public utility 
concept. 

13. In the early history of practically all public utilities 
there have been growing numbers of mergers and ac
quisitions by larger companies of competing systems, 
as a means of attempting to solve some of the com
petitive problems we have mentioned earlier. Here 
again, history seems to be repeating itself in the 
computer business. 

Relation with the General Public 
14. And last, but by no means of least significance, is the 

fact that the general public is becoming more and 
more involved and concerned in the actual operations 
and costs of the computer system services. The public 
is being asked increasingly to fill out various output/ 
input forms in exactly the proper places, not to 
crumple or otherwise damage the cards and otherwise 
to take upon themselves some basic responsibilities 
for the effective operation of the system. These por
tions of the system function are increasingly coming 
into your homes in the form of bills, subscription re
newals, the bank checks you use, automobile license 
renewals, charge cards with increasing coverage, W2 
statements, trust fund statements for your use in 
preparing your tax declarations, etc. You individual 
members of the general public are contributing your 
time and efforts to the data processing work of gen
eral business and are, in turn, buying increasing 
volumes of their data processing services as a means 
of helping you to live in this age of rising complexity. 
The outlook is for more of this rather than for less 
and it seems to me that the increasing involvement 
of the public in these data processing services may 
well lead to their eventual classification as a public. 
utility rather than competitive business. 

* * * * 
So here, this morning, we have shared a few thoughts: 

concerning computer power and its uses in the future. 
We have suggested that computer capacities are of 
greater importance than computer faculties - that busi--
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ness in general is not considering or acknowledging this 
to be the case - that the military is, and business will 
sooner or later have to follow its lead - and last, that 
the legal, economic, historic and social factors at work 
in this computer business may be leading us out of the 
area of free competition into that of the regulated public 
utility. 

The Forces of Nature 
The forces'of nature are moving fast and inexorably. 

Continuation of our world's population gro'wth in its 
present upward spiral can bring us to over 21 billion 
people within less than a century from now. And less 
than a century beyond that, our outlook is for a popula
tion of over 1-V3 trillion human beings. Heaven knows 
what will happen to the problems of existence by then, 
or what will happen to halt the upward spiral. But 
surely, our sons and our grandsons face ferocious prob
lems of communications, computation, and control. 
Hence, the subject of our electronics conference this year 
is by no means a spectator's elective. It is, by all odds, a 
particip3nt'<l <;QQ1.t;)ulsive. We must make better use of 
computer power. 

As one final parting shot might I ask - What will 
the new and more potent uses of computer power really 
be if, perchance, this business turns out to be what· cer
tain other businesses with similar characteristics have 
gradually turned out to be - a natural monopoly? 

Remember my text? "God hath spoken once; twice 
have I heard this; that power belongeth unto God." It 
is his gift to us and we CCln do no less than use it well. 

AUTOMATIC CLASSIFICATION OF PLANT 
VARIETIES BY COMPUTER 

R. M. Wight 
International Business Machines Corp. 

White Plains, N. Y. 
A significant new development in the techniques for 

classification of· plant varieties has been developed by 
Dr. D. J. Rogers of the New York Botanical Garden 
and Dr. T. T. Tanimoto of the Mathematics and Appli': 
cations Department of IBM. The new technique uses a 
large-scale IBM 704 data processing system to classify 
varieties of plants automatically according to the variety 
characteristics. The scheme was announced at the meet
ing of the American Institute of Biological Sciences, 
Bloomington, Ind., August, 1958. 

The automatic classification technique begins with a 
very full, exact description of each of the set of plant 
varieties being studied. Up to 100 characteristics, includ
ing many specifications of size, color, and structure, of 
leaves, roots, stem,. flower, fruit, etc., are recorded in 
punched cards. Decks of these cards are then fed into 
the computer. The machine digests the vast collection 
of data and automatically classifies the plants into natural 
groups or clusters. Each group or cluster is determined 
by the associated physical similarities of the plants that 
comprise it. 

Because the computer analyzes a very great number of 
characteristics, it can detect subtle similarities linking 
plants to certain groups which otherwise might not be 
~pparent even to a skilled botanist. 

Dr. Rogers and Dr. Tanimoto described the applica
tion of the new computer technique to the classification 
of 100 varieties of Manihol eJculenta, a tropical food 
plant whose edible rootstocks. form the basic diet of many 
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tribes of Indians in South America. Punched cards con
taining data on fifty physical characteristics of each of 
the 100 varieties of Manihot are fed into the IBM 704. 
The classification arrived at by the computer determines 
natural groups, and can also be used to identify the 
various physical characteristics of the Manihot closely 
related to high food yield. 

The new automatic classification technique can be ap
plied to other areas, for example, in the medical field, to 
disease symptoms, to identify diseases. 

The principles underlying the new automatic classifica
tion technique are not restricted to the IBM 704 but 
can of course be applied on any large-scale automatic 
computing system. 

COMPUTER WORKS WITH. X-RAY FOR 
QUALITY CONTROL OF STEEL 

A new computer system that measures the thicknesses 
of steel strips <'..nd controls their production standards 
will shortly operate at the Indiana Harbors Division of 
Inland Steel Company, East Chicago, Ind. A GE 309 
gage logging system works with an X-ray thickness gage 
to measure the rolled steel's thickness, and an electronic 
tachometer to measure the steel's length. 

An electronic unit classifies the thickness of the ma
terial, as it is measured by the X-ray gage, into several 
tolerance bands, such as "on-gage," "bands ABC off-gage 
high," and "bands ABC off-gage low." While the steel 
strip is being processed, the system accumulates the re
quired, information. Upon completion, a complete rec
ord of the length of the strip, the length of "on-gage" 
material, the length of "off-gage" material and the strip 
identification data, is transmitted by teletype to another 
location on the line where it becomes a printed record. 

Designed primarily for steel mill operations, the sys
tem is fully transistorized and constructed to be reliable 
in severe industrial environments. 

FRONT COVER: OBSERVING AND ANALYZING 
"SPACE" FLIGHT OF "AIR" -CRAFT 

A 400-mile range for testing the mile-a-second X-15 
research airplane which will fly at 100 miles altitude, is 
being prepared in the Nevada desert by the National 
Aeronautics and Space Administration. 

The range has three stations; Edwards Air Force Base, 
Calif.; Beatty, Nevada, (the station there is shown in 
the front cover picture); and Ely, Nevada. The new 
"High Range" testing system was developed and built 
by Electronic Engineering Co. of Calif., Santa Ana, 
Calif. It will provide 600,000 answers per second to 
electronic questions on the condition ·of the airplane and 
the pilot when the X-15, a rocket-powered research air
plane made by North American Aviation, is launched 
from a B-52 bomber, soars upwards to 100 miles alti
tude, and reaches a speed of 1 mile a second, one seventh 
of escape velocity from the Earth. 

In the "High Range" system is a specially designed 
recording system for radar data which automatically con
verts the data received into a form used by the automatic 
data processing system of the Air Force Flight Test 
Center. This conversion system, named "Datum," and 
also made by Electronic Engrg. Co. of Calif., cuts analy
sis time for data from a single Hight from 30 days to 30 
hours. 
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The Place of Universal Codes 
The past ten years have witnessed the development 

of a bewildering array of makes and models of automatic 
digital computers. Although, in principle these are all 
Turing machines, yet these computers incorporate ever
varying combinations of component parts, logical de
signs, and instruction codes. Today, with the practica
bility of interpretive and compiling techniques well es
tablished, it is inevitable that a demand for a universal 
code should arise. Consequently, proposals for universal 
codes are becoming almost as numerous as the machines 
themselves. 

Pseudo-codes serve to simulate either one machine 
upon another or an imaginary machine upon a real one. 
Designers of such pseudo-codes are well aware that their 
applicability, let alone their efficiency, is restricted in 
each of several respects. Programming, even at the flow
diagram stage, is influenced by the topology of the given 
computer (that is, the relative size and accessibility of 
the various storage units), by the structure of the order 
code in relation to the unit word, and by the numerical 
system employed during input, storage, calculation and 
output. Furthermore, the avenue of application, whether 
in the main scientific, business or industrial, has a 
bearing upon the facilities to be provided by the pseudo
code. 

Finally, the ultimate aim of the pseudo-code must be 
considered. Is it to unify coding in a large establishment 
operating two or more different computers? Is it to 
simplify coding of one-shot problems for an elabOf'lte 
machine? Is it for educational purposes, to illusl.::.::te 
coding principles on a real machine? Is it to simulate 
cne machine upon another which it is to replace, thus 
f:acilitating the change-over? Lastly, is it to provide a 
separate language for coding one class of problem on 
one or more machines, a different pseudo-code being 
necessary for each class? For example, codes are availa
ble for the evaluation of algebraic expressions, the solu
tion of mechanical or electrical networks, the analysis of 
~tructures, the solution of the equations arising in the 
stu4y of enzyme dynamics, and so on. 

Philosophy for a University Installation 
All these aims have already been justified by experi

ence, but obviously do not tend to a universal code. The 
following discussion is therefore restricted to the de
sign of a library suitable for a medium-to-large com
puter in a university setting. The requirements of such 
an establishment are twofold: a sophisticated coding 
scheme for staff engaged in research projects and a 
simplified coding scheme for teaching purposes and stu
dent applications. Two systems of coding should there-
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fore be available, which, for the moment, will be termed 
the primary and the secondary. 

The primary system would use the natural machine 
representation for data and instructions. It would be 
consistent with a basic organization scheme having fa
cilities to be detailed later, and yet admit a maximum 
amount of flexIbility. The secondary scheme would con
sist of a number of packages of routines. For each pack
age a pseudo-code would be defined, which would per
mit a relevant set of operations to be performed on data 
in some speC1al numerical representation. Thus, for ex
ample, there would be a package to handle matrices, an
other for complex arithmetic, another to operate on 
multiple-precision floating-point numbers, and so on. In 
the case of each package the data and pseudo-orders 
would be translated, upon input, into machine language, 
under the action of a compiler. Translation should be 
into machine code, observing the rules of the common 
organization scheme. This means that the sub-routines 
written for the secondary scheme could also be incor
porated by the expert programmer into the primary 
scheme whenever applicable. Conversely, packages' in 
the secondary scheme could automatically avail them
selves of rout1f~es embedded in the primary scheme. 
With such a reciprocity arrangement, much .duplication 
can be avoided and rules for applying individual rou
tines much simplified. 

The routines normally required by the two schemes 
are listed below. and will be referred to as the "library 
routines." For computers with single-address instruc
tions and indexing registers it is estimated that these' 
wutines would contain approximately 8,000 to 10,000 
instructions. It is suggested that the library routines be 
stored permanently inside the computer or in a unit 
from which selections can readily be made and inserted. 
During the input of the object program, then, library 
routines are incorporated into the translated version of 
the master program. Other library routines are, in turn, 
used to bring about this translation and the assembly 
of the final program. 

The Common Organization Scheme 
This scheme arranges for housekeeping facilities to' be 

planted into the object program during input and as-· 
sembly. These facilities come into play when the pro
gram is executed. They are consistent with the overall 
plan of organization, and permit the object program to 
be written with as little regard as possible for computer 
detail. 'Such facilities usually include: . 

1. The reservation of blocks of locations in'the work
ing store for specified library routines and data;' Ar
rangements are made that these locations be not over-
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written during compilation or execution of the object 
program. 

2. Transfers of blocks of data, with checking, be
tween various sections of the internal stores. 

3. Linking sequences to dial in closed sub-routines, 
routines, that is, which return control to a specified 
point in the ob}ect program. 

4. Incorporation of open sub-routines, routines which 
,lre to be inserted bodily between two instructions of the 
object program. 

5. Relocation of both open and closed sub-routines, 
thus enabling them to oper~te in any specified section of 
the working store. 

6. Looping a specified number of times or until a 
certain condition is attained. 

7. Optimum programming, when necessary to gain 
access to delay-line or drum type storage. 

8. Initializing arrangements for interruption and res
cue of production runs. 

9. Possibly automatic logging of individual machine 
runs. 

The common organization scheme should also provide 
some simple means of bringing input procedures to a 
halt, and of initiating the calculation by sending control 
to some specified address. 

The Primary Scheme, 
In addition to the facilities just listed, the Primary 

scheme must be able to draw upon further resources. 
These include: 

1. A system for recognizing and handling symbolic 
addresses. The use of a mnemonic rather than an actual 
address simplifie~ the initial writing of the code as well 
as the later inclusion of corrections or variations. 

2. A set of conversion routines for numbers from one 
numerical representation to another. These might have 
to take effect during input, execution or output. 

3. It is often convenient to represent the function 
digits of an. instruction by a mnemonic code. Facilities 
for making the conversion from this code to machine 
code would then be included in the primary scheme. 

All the individual operations which complete the 
description of the primary scheme are now listed in sets. 

SET A: BaJic Arithmetic Operation! 
The computer, through its order code, will generally 
provide fo~ the execution of the following operations 
on both fixed and floating-point numbers 

Addition 
Subtraction 
Multi plication 
Division 
Negation 
Standardization 
Comparison with modulus. 

SET B: Housekeeping Instructions 
Similarly the computer will probably provide instruc
tiOflS 
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To take advantage of any special registers, such 
as accumulator, indexing registers, multiplier 
and so on 

To do control transfers (unconditional, accumula
tor conditional or indexing-register condition
al) 

To do operations in logic (and, or, not-equivalent, 
and so on) 

To halt 
To do no operation. 

In connection with studies of Turing Machines it has 
been noted that only three suitably-chosen instructions 
are necessary in the order code of a universal computer. 
The operations just mentioned can be programmed in 
terms of these if they are not supplied by the hardware. 
Further functions which should be supplied, by library 
program if necessary, are 

SET C: The Mathematical FunctiOn! 
Exponentials 
Natural and base 10 logarithms 
Integral roots (including square root) 
Trigonometric functions and their inverses 

(especially sin, cos and arctan) 
Higher mathematical functions (Bessel, 
- Lagrange, Tchebyscheff etc.) 

of 'lumbers in both fixed and floating-point form. 

SEY D: Complex Mathematical OperatiOn! 
The primary system might well also contain routines 
to perform, pos~ibly only on fixed-point numbers, 

Interpolation (of variable order) 
Inverse interpolation 
Differentiation 
Fourier analysis 
Search for the roots, real and imaginary, of a poly-

nomial 
Search for the real roots of f (x) = 0 
Minimization of a function of n variables 
Integration over a fixed interval of f (x), where 

f (x) is either tabulated or generated step-by-step 
Solution of linear algebraic equations 
Stepwise integration of a set of ordinary differential 

equations of the first order 
Generation of a very large set of random numbers, 

for use in Monte Carlo processes. 

SET E: Checking routines 
Findly, the primary scheme must provide an extensive 
set of code-checking, or debugging, routines. The code 
to be checked and the instructions necessary for the 
particular application at hand should be supplied as 
automatically as possible during input. The mode of 
operation of the checking routines must therefore be 
consistent with the basic organization scheme. Routines 
to 0perate as follows are suggested: 

1. During input: 
Check sums attached to both data and instructions should 
be compared with freshly-calculated sums to insure that 
input takes place without error. Sums could be pre
cal~ulated and attached by hand, or calculated and at
tached by machine during output, for re-input. Any 
one scale of notation may be used, so that this procedure 
would be common to all numerical systems in use. 

2. During the execution of a program: 
(a) Checking facilities should be available to trace the 
path of control. This could be done in one of three 
ways: 

(i) By outputting the function digits of every 
instruction obeyed between pre-determined points in the 
program. 

(ii) By outputting pertinent information at a set 
of pre-determined search addresses. 

(iii) By outputting pertinent information at jump 
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instructions only, and beyond a certain point in the 
cakulation. 

For this set of three routines, it should be possible to 
select a common output format for all scales of notation. 
(b) Checking facilities should also be available to 
check the machine calculation against the results of an 
independent hand calculation. Arrangements should be 
made to output pertinent data at check-points preset in 
the program, with provision for the suppression of such 
output during certain cycles within loops. At each 
check-point, it should be possible to output: 

(i) The contents of a fixed set of registers (ac
cumt~lator, indexing registers etc.) each in a standard 
scale of notation. 

(ii) The contents of certain registers only, each in a 
sp~cific numerical scale. Steering data must be input 
after the program. It should contain lists of pairs of 
addresses and code letters to indicate the numerical 
scale desired, one such list to correspond to each check
point, and the lists being input in the sequence in which 
the check-points are encountered. 

3. In the event of a program fatality: 
Checking routines should be available to operate in a 
post-mortem manner. These could include: 

(a) A tally-type routine to check for unscheduled 
alterations to blocks of data or instructions. 

(b) A comparison-type routine to search for and 
output such alterations. 

(c) A routine to operate as a special case of 2 b (ii). 
4. During output: 

Check sums consistent with those used during input 
should be generated, attached, and checked by immedi
ate re-input. 

The Secondary Scheme 

This consists of packages of routines, as indicated 
above, which takes advantage of the common organiza
tion scheme. Set B instructions are still available for 
usc here. Packages included in this scheme will now be 
listed, and individual components indicated. 

1. Double-Length Arithmetic 

f<or some applications it is important to retain a large 
number of significant figures, although scaling presents 
no particular problem. A pair of adjacent words can 
then be used for storing each fixed-point number. A 
routine must be provided to interpret symbolic addresses, 
similar to that for the primary scheme, but which allo
catee; two adjacent words per address. There must be 
conversion routines to take care of input and output of 
thr::se numbers, and routines to interpret the pseudo
corles for performing the operations listed under Set A. 
above. Sub-routines are also required to evaluate the 
functions of Set C and possibly to perform some of the 
operations of Set D. Provision for checking double
length operations can readily be made in the case of Set 
E, type 2 b (ii). All the other checking routines of Set 
IE are applicable as they stand. 

2. Precision Arithmetic 

The ideas for double-length arithmetic can be extended 
to take care of multiple-length numbers. Three or more 
adj?cent words would then store each number. Such ap
plications are rather special, occurring, for example, in 
the evaluation of irrational numbers such as 7r and e. 
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3. Floating-point Arithmetic 
for computers which do not supply the hardware to 

perform operations on floating-point numbers, a pack
age:. should be provided to do so. One or two words 
may be used per number. Thus -+- a X 10 ± b could be 
represented by one word, part of which stores -+- a, and 
the remainder -+- b. Alternatively, this number could be 
represented by two adjacent words, one to store ± a and 
the other -+- b. In either case, one of the routines al
ready written for interpreting symbolic addresses is ap
plicable. Input and output conversion routines are re
quired, remembering that the decimal scale is the only 
one convenient to use for data which must be hand
processed. Routines to perform the operations of Sets 
A, C and D must be provided. Remarks for checking 
routines are as for double-length arithmetic. 

4. Precision Floating-point Arithmetic 
Even for computers which do provide floating-point 

operations, it may be necessary to supply facilities for 
ret?ining high accuracy as well as a large range of mag
nitude. Two or even three words per stored number 
are necessary here. Special routines for input and out
put as well as for the functions listed in Sets A., C and D 
must be written. 

5. Complex Arithmetic 
Various possibilities are open for representing the 

number N = a -+- ib. These evolve from the choice of 
fixed or floating-point, single-or multiple-precision repre
sentation. It may therefore be that more than one pack
age is required under this heading. The routine for in
terpreting symbolic addresses used depends on the num
ber of words required to store each complex number. 
Inp1a-output conversion routines also depend on the 
exact representation. Routines must be provided for 
interpreting pseudo-codes to perform the following 
operations on complex numbers: 

Addition 
Subtraction 
Multiplication 
Division 
Square of modulus 
Complex conjugate 
Principle value of modulus . 
Conversion between a + ib and reo. 

The operations of Sets C and D do not apply, but all 
the checking routines of Set E are applicable when suita
ble provision is made under 2 b (ii). 

6. Matrix Algebra 
It is recommended that a compiler to interpret and 

carry out a sequence of matrix operations be developed. 
The conventiom. used in addressing the matrices would 
depend very much on the internal storage available. 
Ps~udo codes should include: 

Input of matrix A, with check sum 
Output of matrix B, with check sum 
Addition (A + B) 
Subtraction (A - B ) 
Multiplication (A X B) 
Inversion ( A-I) 
Transpose (AT) 
Add transpose (A + BT) 
Transpose multiplication ( A AT) 
Transpose multiplication (A BT) 
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Multiplication by a scalar (aA) 
Linear combination with scalars (aA + bB) 
Row augmentation lA, B\ 
,Column augmentation \ A 
., BI 

Partiti~ning A = I AI, A2 I or I ~~ I 
i.e., separating Al and A2, where A is square; 

Finding the eigenvalues and eigenvectors of a 
symmetric matrix. 

7. 'Statistics ' 
A package containing quite a large number of routines 

would be useful here. It should include: 
Least ::,quares 
Autocorrelation 
Chi-squared 
Product~moment correlations 

The Philosophy of Computers in Society 
and the Responsibility of Computer 

People in Society 
[Continued from page 9] 

PHILOSOPHY AND RESPONSIBILITY OF 
COMPUTERS IN SOCIETY 
Chairman: R. \V. Tyler, Center Jor Advanced Study in 

the Behavioral Sciences, Stanford University . 

The trend toward the use of computing systems for tasks 
other than accounting and the mathematical sciences has 
led many of our engineers into the contemplation of the 
broader philosophical aspects of their responsibilities as 
scientists. It is suggested that some traditional problems 
might be exploited more effectively if modern techniques 
were applied. 

SOCIAL RESPONSIBILITY OF ENGINEERS 
Speaker: F. Wood, IBM 

Some recent papers on the social responsibility of com
puter scientists and the social problems of automation are 
reviewed. A classification of the sciences derived from the 
work of early sociologists is used to develop a simple pros
pectus for the engineer. This classification table is trans
formed into a "checking chart," for use by engineers in 
determining the extent to which the social problems relat
ing to their work are being covered. This leads to a limited 
concept of social responsibility that is believed to be easier 
for the average engineer to take on as an obligation. 
Namely, the social responsibility of the engineer is to be a 
guide or coordinator to make certain that the social prob
lems related to his physical engineering work are being 
studied and that there are provisions made by our society 
to explain the basic principles and significance of science 
to the voters in our <lemocracy. 

EMERGENCY SIMULATION OF THE 
PRESIDENT OF THE UNITED STATES 
Speaker: 1. Sutro, Mass. lnst. of Technology 

This paper reasons that the time is indeed approaching 
when there may not be time for the President to respond to 
a threat to the nation's existence. In fact, there appears to 
be a trend under way to use automatic devices to respond 
to an attack. This paper reasons that the firing of a nu
clear weapon at some other part of mankind is an act that 
should be taken only after the greatest possible deliberation. 
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Variances and co-variances 
Means and standard deviations 
Multiple regression analysis. 

Conclusion 
T!lis two-level system of coding has been organized so 

as to be expansible. In particular, special purpose pack
ages could be added, each to cope with one class of 
problem, without disturbing the framework of the li
brary. The special requirements of logistics, circuit de
sign, linear programming, and so forth and so on, could 
thee be met. Such a two-level system is adaptable to 
most university establishments, which operate on an 
open-shop basis. With a nucleus of expert programmers 
to prepare such a library, a host of student and research 
workers could then take full advantage of the central 
computer. 

If this deliberation must take place in seconds or even mi
croseconds, then we should start now to plan the computer 
and its program which will make the most of those seconds 
or microseconds. 

CAN COMPUTERS HELP S9L VE 
SOCIETY'S PROBLEMS? 
Speaker: J. Rothstein, Edgerton, Germeshausen & Grier, 

Inc. 
Development of computer techniques has made it possi

ble in principle to tackle complex problems of social signi
ficance which were impractically difficult a few years ago. 
Of the large number of such possibilities, three classes are 
briefly examined These are weather forecasts and eco
nomic policies, some questions of public health, and the 
socio-biological nature of man. It is concluded that there 
is a good chance of achieving computer-based advances 
which could be revolutionary in their beneficent effects, and 
that computer scientists and engineers have a responsibility 
1:0 help bring this about. 

MEASURE OF SOCIAL CHANGE 
Speaker: R. L. Meier, Univ~rsity of Michigan 

There has always been a need for a quick synoptic 
view of the changes affecting the most complex area of 
contemporary society - the metropolis - but the demands 
are becoming much more intense. The present methods 
such as land use maps, ·the census, economic activity sur
veys, the telephone directory, and traffic flow patterns, re
flect much more the social processes. There are now quite 
new devices for handling large quantities of data rapidly 
at very low unit cost. The equipment has properties, di
mensions, and limitations which are already well under
stood, but they are vastly different from what was possi
ble in the early history of sociology. With the aid of tech
nical equipment that is now in reach, it should be feasible 
to display the changes on a much finer scale, thus reveal
ing the detail that is desired. Because the unit data may be 
stored almost at random, the larger picture can be as
sembled in many different ways. With the new equipn 
ment, it seems quite likely that quantitative aggregate 
r:neasurements can be brought into anthropology and 
sociology. The statistics should eventually be at least as 
firm as those presently enjoyed by economists. These 
ideas were discussed and developed over the years 1957-8 
in the Acculturation and Social-Change seminar, conduct
ed by mental health research institutes. 
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• Increasing 
Space 

Freque~cy 

Phosphor bronze reticle (actual size) and space frequency transfer characteristics of circular aperture reticle. 

TARGET DISCRIMINATION 
IN INFRARED DETECTION SYSTEMS 

The pioneering field of infrared detection offers 
many challenging opportunities to scientists and 
engineers at Ramo-Wooldridge for advanced 
studies in the solution of target discrimination 
problems. Research is continually under way at 
Ramo-Wooldridge in the integrating of infrared 
detection devices with the latest electronic sys
tems techniques for enhanced target detection 
on the ground and in the air. 

The phosphor bronze reticle, or image chop
per, illush'ated above was developed by Ramo
Wooldridge. It indicates a marked stride in space 
filtering discrimination concepts, and is used for 
target signal enhancement in guided missiles, 
anti-aircraft fire control and air collision warn
ing applications. 

The reticle is used in the focal plane of an 
infrared optical system and is rotated to chop 
the target image for the desired space filtering. 
It is also employed in time filtering, such as pulse 
length discrimination, or pulse bandwidth fil
tering. 

Space filtering is critical to infrared systems, 
because of its ability to improve the detection of 

objects located in the midst of background inter
ference. In a manner similar to that used in the 
modification of electronic waveforms by elec
trical filtering, space filtering enhances the two
dimensional space characteristics of a target. The 
size and features of the target are highlighted 
and the undesired background eliminated. 

Scientists and engineers with backgrounds in 
infrared systems-or any of the other important 
areas of research and development listed below 
-are invited to inquire about current opportuni
ties at Ramo-Wooldridge. 

Electronic reconnaissance and 
countermeasures systems 

Analog and d,igital computers 

Air navigation and traffic control 

Antisubmarine warfare 

Basic research 

Electronic language translation 

Information processing systems 

Advanced radio and wireline 
communications 

Missile electronics systems 

RAMO -WOOLDRIDGE 
P.O. BOX 90534 AIRPORT STATION· LOS ANGELES 45, CALIFORNIA 

a division of Thompson Ramo Wooldridge Inc. 
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Computer Talks: 
International Conference On 

.Information Processing 
The United Nations, through UNESCO, is sponsoring 

the International Conference on Information Processing, 
in Paris, France, June 13 to 23, 1959. Fourteen nations 
including the United States are working with UNESCO 
on the program. For detailed information about the 
conference, write to USICIP, Box 4999, Washington 8, 
D.C. 

The papers which will be given and discussed at the 
conference, according to the program released on Feb. 

• I 

28, 1959, are the followtng: 

1. METHODS OF DIGITAL COMPUTING 
Rapporteur: J. Kuntzmann (France) 

Error Approximations 
Rounding errors in algebraic processes, J. H. Wilkin

son (U.K.) 
Sur l' estimation des erreurs d' arrondi, Ch. Blanc 

(Switzerland) 
Theoretical and experimental studies on the accumula

tion of error in the numerical solution of initial 
value problems for systems of ordinary differential 
equations, P. Henrici (USA) 

Rational approximations for transcendental functions, 
H. J. Maehly (USA) 

The exact determination of the characteristic polyno
mial of a matrix, D. B. Gillies (USA) 

Partial Differential Equations, Applications, and 
Linear Programming 

The use of high-speed digital computers for the solu
tion of partial differential equations, A. A. Dorod
nitzin (USSR) 

Methods of computation on digital computers for pa.r
tial differential equations, L. Collatz (Germany) 

The solution of elliptic difference equations by station
ary iterative processes, D. J. Evans (U.K.) 

Overrelaxation applied to implicit alternating direc
tion methods, R. S. Varga (USA) 

Resolution sur ca1culateur electronique d'un probleme 
d'algebre diophantienne, G. Letellier and R. Lattes 
(France) -

Les programmes logarithmiques - Application aux 
ca1culs des programmes convexes specialement line
aires, G. R. Pariso (France) 

2. LOGICAL DESIGN OF DIGITAL 
COMPUTERS 

Rapporteur: M. V. Wilkes (U.K.) 
Logical Design in General 
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Zebra, a simple binary computer, W. L. van del Poel 
(Netherlands) 

The specification development of a cost-limited digital 
computer, M. Lehman (Israel) 

Processing data in bits and pieces, F. B. Brooks, G. A. 
Blaauw and W. Buchholz (USA) 

A new computing machine, S. A. Lebedev and K. 
Sulim (USSR) 

Methods of speeding up the operation of digital com
puters, G. D. Monachov, I. la. Akushsky, L.' B. 
Emerjanov-Iaroslavsky, E. 1. Kijamko and V. S. 
Linsky (USSR) 

Elimination of carry propagation in digital computers, 
G. Metze and J. E. Robertson (USA) 

Time Sharing 
Time sharing tn large fast computers, C. Strachey 

(U.K.) 
Input and output in the X-I computers, B. J. Loopstra 

(Netherlands) 
Sympathetically programmed computers, W. F. 

Schmitt and A. B. Tonik (USA) _ 
Sur certains aspects de la conception logique du gam

ma 60, J. Bosset (France) 
Design of concurrently operating computer systems, 

A. L. Leiner, W. A. Notz, J. L. Smith and R. B. 
Marimont (USA) 

High-Speed Computation and Other Subjects 
Application of error correction codes to multiway 

switching, H. Takahasi and E. Goto (Japan) 
Logical elements on a majority decision principle and 

the complexity of their circuit, S. Muroga (Japan) 
A three valued system of logic and its application to 

base three digital circuits, R. Vacca (Italy) 
The use of cyclic permuted chain codes for digitizers, 

G. C. TootHI (U.K.) 
The application of the numerical system of residual 

classes in mathematical machines, A. Svoboda 
(Czechoslovakia) 

3. COMMON SYMBOLIC LANGUAGE FOR 
DIGITAL COMPUTERS 

Rapporteur: S. Gorn (USA) 

A propos d'un langage universal, J. M. Poyen and 
B. Vauquois (France) 

Methods of logical recursive and operator analysis 
and synthesis of automata, 1. 1. Basilevsky, Iu. A. 
Shreider and 1. la. Akushsky (USSR) 

Pseudo-code translation on multi-level storage ma
chines, F. G. Duncan and E. N. Hawkins (U.K.) 

The problem of a common language, especially for 
scientific numerical work (motives, restrictions, aims 
and results of the Zurich Conference on Algol), 
F. L. Bauer (Germany) 

Survey on the syntactical construction of the Zurich 
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For Computer Applications, General Electric Announces ... 

New Lectrofilm*-B C_apacitors 
With a Design Life of 44,000 Hrs. 
Over 3,000,000 unit-hours of life test data in accordance 
with G-E Specification MTC-3 indicate a probability of 
survival in excess of 0.99 for 44,000 hour life, under 
rated voltage at 85 C. At 125 C, indicated probability 
of survival is in excess of 0.98 . . . and low unit cost 
means the highest order of reliability per dollar invested. 

LOW FAILURE RATE AND LONG LIFE of these inexpen
sive G-E capacitors result from using only the highest 
quality materials and the closest of process controls . . . 
units are precision wound with high-purity aluminum 
foil and capacitor-grade Mylart film dielectric. No solder 
is used, and introduction of contaminants through im
pregnation is eliminated. 

SMALL, LIGHTWEIGHT ENCLOSURE consists of tape 
wrapped around the compact roll and sealed with epoxy 
resin, forming a rugged case which resists humidity, 
vibration and shock. 

TO MEET YOUR APPLICATION REQUIREMENTS, 14 
case sizes are available in five ratings-IOO-, 200-, 300-, 
400-, and 600-volt. Capacitance range within each rating 
is: 0.015 to 0.68 uf in 100 volts; 0.010 to 0.47 uf in 200 
volts; 0.0047 to 0.22 uf in 300 volts; 0.0033 to 0.15 uf 
in 400 volts; and 0.0010 to 0.10 uf in 600 volts. 

GET A QUOTATION TODAY ON NEW LECTROFILM-B 

CAPACITORS by contacting your General Electric repre
sentative. Ask for your copy of life-test data and G-E 
Specification MTC-3. Or, write to Section 447-5, Gen
eral Electric Co., Schenectady, N. Y. 
* Trade-mark of General Electric Co. 

t Registered trade-mark of DuPont Co_ 

~gress Is Our Mosf /mporlt1nf Protlut;f 

GENERAL. ELECTRIC 



recommendation of the ACM and GAMM, J. Backus 
(USA) 

4. AUTOMATIC TRANSLATION OF 
LANGUAGES 

Rapporteur: D. Panov (USSR) 
Research in automatic translation at the Harvard Com

putation Laboratory, V. E. Giuliano and A. G. 
Oettinger (USA) 

The COMIT system for mechanical translation, V. H. 
Yngve (USA) 

The use of machines in the construction of a grammar 
and computer program for structural analysis, K. E. 
Harper and D. G. Hays (USA) 

Machine translation from English to Japanese, S. Taka
hashi, R. Tadenuma, S. Watanabe and H. Wada 
(Japan) 

Machine translation methods and their' application to 
Anglo-Russian scheme, 1. K. Belskaia (USSR) 

5. PATTERN RECOGNITION AND 
MACHINE LEARNING 

Rapporteur: K. Steinbuch (Germany) 

Pattern Recognition 
Electronic reading machine, H. Wada, S. Takahashi, 

T. Iijima, Y. Okumura and K. Imoto (Japan) 
A quasi-topological method for recognition of line 

patterns, H. Sherman (USA) 
Procede analogique de reconnaissance des signes par 

tracage des contours, W. Sprick (Germany) 
Quantitative research on potential methods, Kazmier

czeck (Germany) 
Information-theoretic aspects of character reading, 

S. Frankel (USA) 

Proving Theorems 
On the recognition of speech by machine, G. W. 

Hughes and M. Halle (USA) 
Report on a general problem solving program, A. 

Newell, J. C. Shaw and H. A. Simon (USA) 
A program for the production of proofs for theorems 

derivable within the first order predicate calculus 
from axioms, P. C. Gilmore (USA) 

Realization of a geometry theorem proving machine, 
H. GeJernter (USA) 

A non-heuristic program for proving elementary logi
cal theorems, B. Dunham, R. Fridshal and G. L. 
Sward (USA) 

A new method for discovering the grammars of phrase 
structure languages, R. J. Solomonoff (USA) 

Machine Learning 
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Plastic neurons as memory elements, D. G. Willis 
(USA) 

Analysis of the working principles of some self-adjust
ing systems in engineering and biology, S. N. 
Braines, A. V. Napalkov and Iu. A. Shreider (USSR) 

Experiments in machine learning and thinking, T. Kil
burn, R. L. Grimsdale and F. H. Sumner (UK) 

A machine model of recall, M. E. Stevens (USA) 
Some mathematical fundamentals of the use of symbols 

in information retrieval, C. N. Mooers (USA) 
A reduction method for non-arithmetic data and its 

application to Thesauric translation, A. F. Parker
Rhodes and R. M. Needha.m (U.K.) 

6. COMPUTER TECHNIQUES OF THE FUTURE 
President: I. L. Auerbach (USA) 
Vice President: A. Speiser (Switzerland) 

Program to be Announced 
SYMPOSIA 

Thirteen symppsia have been set at this time. Regis
trants have been asked to indicate their preferences on the 
official UNESCO appliCation form. Additional symposia 
may be organized on request to officials at the conference. 
These requests will be handled within the limits of 
available facilities. Scheduled symposia to date include: 

1. Relationship between -digital and analogue com-
puting. 

2. Collection, storage and retrieval of information. 
3. Automatic programming. 
4. Numerical analysis on computers. 
5. Influence of very large memory designs and ca

pabilities on information retrieval. 
6. Logical organization for very high speed com-

puters. 
7. Methods for solving linear systems. 
8. Linear programming. 
9. Logical organization of very small computers. 

10. Programming procedures. 
11. Switching algebra. 
12. Error detection and correction. 
13. Machine translation. 

AUTO-MATH 1959 
An exhibition of information processing equipment, 

running the entile gamut of computation and peripheral 
equipment, from small electronic computers to complete 
data control systems, will be on display from June 13 to 
June 23. The exhibits will include both commercially 
manufactured equipment and special products of govern
ment laboratories and institutions. It is expected that 
the main manufacturers of such equipment from France, 
Germany, Japan, United Kingdom, United States and 
other countries will have exhibits. Technical expository 
papers related to equipment are scheduled for June 15-
19th. 

CALENDAR OF COMING EVENTS 

April 2-4: Joint Meeting-Institute of Mathematical 
Statistics (Central Region) and Association for Com
puting Machinery, Case Institute of Technology, 
Cleveland, Ohio. 

May 11-13: Joint Automation Conference, Chicago, Ill. 
May 14-15: Fourth Annual Electronic Data Processing 

Conference, University of Alabama, University, 
Alabama. 

May 14-15: Operations Research Society of America 
National-Meeting, Shoreham Hotel, Washington, D.C. 

June 15-20: International Conference on Information 
Processing, Paris, France. 

June 22-25: British Computer Society 1st Annual Con
ference, Cambridge, England. 

Sept. 1-3: Association for Computing Machinery An-
nual Meeting, Mass. Inst. of Technology, Cambridge, 
Mass. 
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Opposition To New Ideas
Controversy 

I. :From Patrick J. McGovern 
Mass. Inst. of Technology 

Cambridge 38, Mass. 

The article "Opposition to New Ideas" in the Febru
ary issue by Neil 1--facdonald, although it provided some 
entertaining reading for me, created a disturbing after
effect: the conclusion that much of the argument was 
fallacious and unsound. 

I was initially entertained by the way Mr. Macdonald's 
candid opinions were so plentifully conveyed. However 
the sparsity of fact, and the plethora of ambiguities, made 
Macdonald's opinions seem like gaudy tinsel on an un
balanced mobile. The author has written such intelli
gent material in the past, that I could not let this article 
go without comment - if not for the sake of Mr. Mac
donald's conscience, then at least for my own. 

Intuitive Probability 
First, before I pick up my axe and try to cut some of 

the article's circular reasoning, equity demands a state
ment of my own position toward the "acceptance of. new 
ideas." It strikes me as reasonable that we accept a newly 
stated proposal to the degree that our experience con
firms the likelihood of that proposal happening, or 
being "true." This rating system of the plausibility of a 
new idea, I like to call intuitive probability (although 
other persons have named similar feelings subjective 
probability, credence, personal probability, etc.). That 
mankind possesses such a faculty allows what we now 
enjoy as civilization to exist, and it protects our emo
tions and our lives from being overrun by fakers, hoax
ers, quacks, charlatans, etc. 

The same judging system plays a vital role in the 
computer field. The computer designer relies on his 
feeling of intuitive probability to confirm the projected 
logical systems that he incorporates into the computer. 
Appeals to the intuitive probability of the investor by 
the computer salesman provide the orders on which the 
business of computer manufacturing advances. 

Recognizing this evaluation system to exist, it follows 
that no generalized "opposition to new ideas" exists. A 
new idea (and by new we must mean new to the perceiver 
or receiver of the idea, for who can say whether an idea 
has or has not been contemplated by others previously?) 
stimulates no opposition on the basis of its newness. In
stead, it is accepted or rej ected solely on the basis of the 
thinker's intuitive feeling of the likelihood of the idea's 
factual foundation. For example, if we were told that 
someone had discovered a new lake in Western Australia, 
we would probably accept this new idea. Our experience 
confirms the existence of numerous lakes elsewhere, and 
we feel intuitively that there could be another lake in 
Australia. However, if the same person told us the same 
lake had purple water, we would undoubtedly not believe 
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him, yet we have evaluated both new ideas by the same 
principles in either case. 

Comp1-lter people are naturally quite familiar with this 
type of reasoning, for data processing systems often give 
answers based on the ratio of confirming results to denying 
results. An example of the latter is a relay network in
structed to generate a positive voltage if the majority of 
the switches are triggered by a previous signal, otherwise 
a negative voltage. 

I would therefore challenge Macdonald's thesis that 
"there is opposition to new ideas," as such. And although 
there are some defects in almost everyone's feeling for in
tuitive probability, no three and a half page article will 
put a dent in an evaluation system that a person has spent 
his lifetime developing. Only a complete revamping of 
the social structure and the teaching system of our cul
ture, it seems to me, can hope to significantly alter the 
judgment and evaluation processes of our people. And 
even such sweeping changes, started immediately, would 
be too late to affect existing generations whose minds 
have been indelibly engraved by the experiences of our 
world. 

Other Logical Pitfalls 

There are some other logical pitfalls that have lured Mr. 
Macdonald and trapped him in his article, and these can
not escape mention. As he has numbered his article into 
fourteen parts, I will attempt to assay them in order, using 
corresponding numbers: 

(1) Mr. Macdonald criticizes his friend for accepting 
the opinion of two prominent astronomers that flying 
saucers do not exist. The friend is accused of accepting 
". . . the views of someone else without thinking about 
them yourself." If we can safely assume that the author 
has had no personal contact with such "flying saucers," then 
he himself is accepting the opinions of another by being 
in sympathy with the unidentified flying object legends. 
Therefore any feeling of self-righteousness on the author's 
parr is unfounded. 

(2) The fact that the conservative British Government, 
in the early part of the nineteenth century, generated 
enough sympathy for the embryonic idea of an automatic 
digital computer that they invested funds in Charles Bab
bage's project for twenty years, is, in fact, strong evidence 
against the thesis that new ideas experience a negative re
action. 

( 3 ), (5) & (7) These three discussions concern them
selves with essentially the same idea. The first states the 
accusation "Why, who ever heard of a machine with a 
million parts that is not breaking down every few minutes?" 
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CLARE lowers prices 

Type HG 

Type HGP 

Type HGS 

Type HG2 

Type HG4 
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on all 
Mercury-wetted 
contact relays 

Reductions range from 

7"h% to 10% 
When prices for just about every
thing are continuing to rise, and 
all thinking men are concerned 
over the danger of inflation, it is 
important news when a manu
facturer makes a significant price 
reduction. 

Increased production resulting 
from the wide acceptance of 
Clare Mercury-Wetted Contact 
Relays, together with improve
ments in skill and in manufac
turing equipment and methods, 
make it possible for Clare to re
duce prices for these superior re
lays in spite of rising labor and 
material costs. 

A price reduction ranging from 
7~ % to 10% will be applied to all 
orders placed after March 31, 
1959, for Clare Mercury -Wetted 
Contact Relays-Types HG, 
HGP and HGS. The reduction 
will also affect multi-element re
lays such as HG2, HG3, HG4, 
etc. 

These lower prices for relays 
whose life is measured in billions 
of maintenance-free operations will 
be exciting news to all designers 
of continuous-duty, high-speed 
switching devices and systems. 
Write or Wire: C. P. Clare & Co., 
3101 PrattBlvd., Chicago 45, Illinois. 
In Canada: C. P. Clare Canada Ltd., 
2700 Jane Street, Toronto 15. Cable 
Address: CLARELAY. 

The second deals with the prediction "It is impossible to 
plan production for a whole society using computers." 
The third simply quotes the cliches "That is contrary to 
human nature" ... "No computer will ever do that." 

Their common element is the argument "I have not 
seen it done; no one has ever recorded it as being done
therefore it is highly improbable that it will be done in any 
reasonable time." 

This is, in fact, a rather safe argument. For if we were 
to pick at random one thing out of an entire class of non
existing things, the probability that we would pick one 
likely to become existing shortly is extremely improbable. 
And so if the man-in-the-street has not been educated to 
the fact that computers are making rapid advances in re
liability and capacity, he is as justified in disclaiming ad
vanced computer properties as he is anything else in Pan
dora's box. 

( 4) Here M1'. Macdonald tangles with the perennial 
argument "computers cannot think." However, since the 
opponents of the "computers can think" group usually de
fine "thinking" as the reasoning, judging, and decision
making processes that human beings do, they form a logi
cally untouchable caste. Nevertheless, the operations of a 
computer are in reality no different whether the manage
ment likes to say the computer is "thinking" or whether 
the management' declares that it is only "calculating." 

(6) My only objection here is that Mr. Macdonald, after 
expounding at length about the need for thoughtful con
sideration of opinion, indulges in what seems to me a 
scandalous bit of stereotyping by giving McCarthyism as an 
example of a definite evil influence in America. 

At. the time of the Senator's death, a nationwide public 
opinion poll showed that by percentages, fifteen mill~on 
Americans thought McCarthy's tactics were somethIng 
less than evil. 

Cannot fifteen million nays arouse any skepticism in a 
mind that argues consideration of all sides of a question? 

(8) & (9) These two sections deal with impractability, 
and improbability, evaluated in the light of what Mr. Mac
donald feels is unwarranted prejudice. However, from the 
discussion above in my initial paragraphs, it becomes ap
parent that the opinions cited are justified if they are evalu
ated on the basis of intuitive probability. 

( 10) Here the accusation is made that " ... most people 
in the United States, including most of Congress, in their 
everyday behavior, act as if mainland China does not .exist." 
This is logically trivial, for in our everyday behavlOr we 
seldom consider anything but our own affairs and those of 
our close associates, for that is where our personal responsi
bility lies; and I doubt if it is otherwise in different parts 
of the world. 

( 11 ) The dispute between the "experts" and the "non
experts" resolves again to a manner of definition. If we 
declare that an expert in a field is one who is able to carry 
out the operations of that field successfully, we .~av~ de
feated the confusion. What Mr. Macdonald calls ordInary 
people" undoubtedly includes myself and a good ~~ny 
friends. But we do not judge experts; rather the recognmon 
by ordinary people of the works of another ordinary per
son turns that person into an expert. 

In reality then, the deifying of computer people, or of 
other highly skilled persons, will occur only when such 
people have exercised their intellectual muscles and me
chanical talents enough to woo the "ordinary" man away 
from his own self-centeredness. 
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(12) In the problem of "disloyalty" versus intellectual 
integrity, Mr. Macdonald has at last struck a solid note. 
His statements deserve endorsement. 

All tOO often attempts to insure economic or social 
security for a sheltered group of people are hidden falsely 
behind the pseudo-heroic word, patriotism. 

(13) The person who says "outside of my field" is ad
mitting that nothing in his experience confirms, or denies 
the possibility of an idea having a factual foundation. This 
is a rational attitude certainly; it does not seem to be an 
appropriate symptom of "opposition to new ideas." It in
dicates nothing more than the speaker is honest enough 
to realize that his intuitive probability has no basis on 
which to assign weighing functions to the various possi
bilities, and to come up with a reasonable judgment. No 
indictment is warranted. 

( 14) On the plausibility of the enumerated "new ideas" 
about computers, I leave the reader with his own intuitive 
probability, to decide. Readers of Computers and Auto
mation will probably have enough experience in the com
puter field to evaluate these ideas accurately. 

Summing up then, Mr. Macdonald's article I think con
tains some gross logical loopholes, and such confused 
thought that I did not feel it was in keeping with the in
tellectual and professional standards of Computers and 
Automation. 

I am just as positive, however, that Mr. Macdonald will 
shortly be back in form. He has my full encouragement in 
effect to retort. 

While a dollar shared among men yields each only small 
change, an idea among men rewards each full principal plus 
a promise of ready interest. 

II. From Neil Macdonald 

Assistant Editor 

Computers and Automation 

First, let me say also that Mr. Patrick J. McGovern's dis
cussion and challenges of the points in my February article 
"Opposition to New Ideas" have entertained me. I am 
grateful to him for this, for discussing and arguing, and 
for the opportunity to take my turn at cutting up and 
slicing his arguments. 

Unfortunately, there is neither space nor time here (we 
are close to press date) to try to answer in full detail all 
the remarks and assertions which Mr. McGovern makes. 
Let me therefore try to answel just three of them. 

( 1 ) Mr. McGovern says "It strikes me as reasonable that 
we accept a newly. stated proposal to the degree that our 
experience confirms the likelihood of that proposal happen
ing or being true. This rating system of plausibility I like 
to call 'intuitive probability'." 

To me this viewpoint is a well-stated expression of the 
central core of opposition to new ideas: "judge a new idea 
on the basis of our experience, our estimate of the likeli
hood of the proposal happening or being true, our intuitive 
judgment of its probability." 

The first objection to this viewpoint is that it is difficult 
or impossible to apply in society in practice, because ex
perience varies greatly from person to person and intui
tion varies even more widely. We have therefore a shifting 
sand which makes objective judgment of a new idea im
possible. 

CEIR GROWS STEADILYI 
Advanced research projects of far-reaching significance encourage creativity, initiative and 
professional achievement. CEIR's specialists devise practical applications of modern analytical 
techniques for the solution of today's defense, government, business and financial problems. 

OUTSTANDING CAREER OPPORTUNITIES FOR: 

COMPUTER PROGRAMS 
Experienced - to work on IBM 704 and 709 - trajectories, information retrieval, linear 
programming or applied mathematics preferred. A strong background in mathematics and/or 
knowledge of EAM equipment useful. 

MATHEMATICIANS 
Advanced degree level or equivalent in training 
and experience. Applicants should be skilled in 
numerical analysis or have some background in 
Operations Research. Familiarity with stochastic 
models particularly desirable. Salary range: 

$9,000 to $13,000. 

STATISTICIANS 
Advanced degree level; experienced in the orderly 
and systematic assembly, analysis and presentation 
of data; also with EAM and electronic computing 
equipment; familiarity with statistical series of 
Government and business. Salary range: 

$11,000 to $13,000. 

ADVANCE YOUR CAREER - Join one of the nation's fastest growing 
com puter - oriented research organizations. 

Fringe benefits include advanced study program, attractive profit.sharing and retire
ment plans. Send resume to: 

CORPORATION FOR ECONOMIC AND INDUSTRIAL RESEARCH 
1200 JEFFERSON DAVIS HIGHWAY, ARLINGTON 2, VA. 
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Second, this viewpoint rejects many important new ideas 
at the time they develop, because often the new idea 
shocks experience and confronts intuition with the feel
ing of "very improbable." Examples: the idea of the Soviet 
Union's first Sputnik a month before it was launched in 
1957; the idea in 1904 of the Wright Brothers flying a 
machine heavier than air; the idea in 1950 of an automatic 
computer performing 10,000 operations a second and 
running for weeks without machine error. 

Third, this viewpoint is utterly unscientific, based as it 
is on "experience" and "intuition." The scientific criterion 
for judging a new idea is: (1) deliberate observation and 
experiment; (2) comparison with carefully stated sum
maries of many thousands of observations and experi
ments made by different competent observers; (3) the 
making of predictions and seeing if they come true; and 
( 4) a permanent attitude of wonder and doubt, curiosity 
and inquiry. 

For example, the physicist P. W. Bridgman in his famous 
book "The Logic of Modern Physics" published about 
1930 inquires how physicists could have avoided being 
astonished by the new ideas of the relativity and the 
quantum theories. And he offers as a cure the principle 
that a concept should be defined by describing the opera
tions behind the concept. For instance, he remarks that 
the concept "length" may be one kind of thing when 
measured over short distances with the method of mov
ing rigid rods, and another kind of thing when meas
ured over long distances with methods based on light. 
And he says that although these two methods of meas-

OPPORTUNITY FOR 
COMPUTER PROGRAMMER 
Leader in the expanding field of Numeri
cal Control of Machine Tools requires 
Computer Programmer (B.S. in Math) 
capable of developing conlputer routines 
for numerica) control applications. Ex
perience necessary in programming tech
niques for general purpose digital com
puter, preferably Bendix G-15D. Please 
submit resume and salary expected to: 

Personnel Department 

INDUSTRIAL CONTROLS SECTION 

~ncf¢ 
• AVIATION CORPORATION 

21820 Wyoming • Detroit 37, Michigan 
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urement may agree closely in units of "length" where 
they both can be used, say for example in distances 
from a mile up to ten miles, yet nevertheless in cases 
where these two methods of measuring length cannot bot1;1 
be used (for example in measuring the diameter of the 
moon) we are simply assuming that we are measuring the 
same thing, and this assumption is not necessarily true. 

M,lfiy important new ideas are ideas for which our ex
perience up to a given date is likely to be a very poor 
guide, and our intuitive judgment as to their probability 
is likely to be "very improbable." 

(2) 1fr. McGovern says "A new idea stimulates no 
opposit~on on the basis of its newness." This is a sweeping 
statement and is I believe riddled with exceptions. First, a 
great many new ideas challenge vested interests; for ex
ample, a company may have put a big investment into one 
way of doing something, anl a feasible new idea may 
cause that investment to become far less valuable, and so it 
stirs opposition. Second, many new ideas when proved 
require human beings to unlearn one set of beliefs and 
learn a new set of beliefs; and this is hard work and un
pleasant for many people; and they try to avoid it, and there
fore oppose the new idea. The newness of an idea is in
timately associated with the response that people make to it. 

e 3 ) Mr. McGovern says "If we declare that an expert 
in a field is one who is able to carry out the operations of 
that field successfully, we have defeated the confusion." 

But this i~ not what happens, if we think of the times 
involved. At one time a man may build up a reputation 
for himself in some field, and become acknowledged as an 
expert. At later times, he may be given more tasks in 
similar or related fields, perhaps under conditions where 
objective appraisal of his results is not possible. His repu
tation remains. And then finally along may come some 
tasks in which it becomes evident to numbers of people 
that whatever expertness be may have had, it no longer 
exists. His reputation departs. It is just a trick of sophistry 
to declare that after all the man was not an expert. 

I appeal for an attitude that is much more ~ational 
. than judgment based on "intuitive probability." I appeal 

for the attitude of a scientist who realizes that some things 

have been proved with almost complete certainty (like 
Newtonian and Einsteinian mechanics), and that other 

things have been disproved with almost complete certainty 

e like the impossibility of a perpetual motion machine), 
and that still other things have neither been proved or dis

proved. I appeal for a tentative, thoughtful, exploring, in

quiring attitude about important new ideas. 

A perennially important example for the computer field 
is a man's attitude about the proposition "machines can 

think" or equivalently "machines can display any form of 

intelligence that human beings can display." 

If an investigator, on the ground of "intuitive probabili

ty" or on some other ground, considers this proposition im

possible, he will behave in one way. If on the contrary, he 

treats this proposition as possible, he will behave in a 
different way. This difference affects his behavior as an in
vestigator, and affects what he can accomplish. 
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rna therna ticians, PHYSICISTS, ENGINEERS, EE, ME 

The complexity of the mathematical problems involved in 

the design of a reactor for aircraft nuclear propulsion at General 

Electric has led mathematicians to develop new techniques in the 

statistical design of experiments, of interest to both applied scien

tists and theoreticians. At this time a number of positions are open 

with groups working on these problems: 

APPLY advanced mathematical procedures and approaches in resolving 
diverse and complex problems in areas of aircraft nuclear power plant design 
and development. Requires experience in utilization and capability of higb 
speed computers. (PhD, YWS) 

CON DUCT theoretical investigation of the effect of neutrons and 
pbotons on matter. (PbD) 

CARRY OUT engineering analysis of physical systems in electro-me
cbanical areas, deriving equations associated witb systems study I developing 
generalized digital programs for parametric study. (PhD, YWS) 

ANALYZE and simulate nuclear powerplant control systems, through 
the use of analog computers. Develop controls systems integration. (YWS, BS) 

ALSO - EE witb 1 year's experience, to assume operating responsi
bility for data reduction equipment Develop data reduction techniques 1 

formulate engineering analysis computer programs. 

MATHEMATICIANS, ENGINEERS and SCIENTISTS who value 

the opportunity to do original work with a company that fosters 

free inquiry and initiative, are invited to inquire about positions 

now open in the above areas. Please include salary requirements, 

with resume. 

Write to Mr. P. W. Christos, Div. 21-MD 

AIRCRAFT NUCLEAR PROPULSION DEPARTMENT 

GENERAL. ELECTRIC 
P.O. Box 132 Cincinnati 15, Ohio 
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SURVEY OF RECENT 'ARTICLES 

Beginning in the last issue, we 
have started to publish frequently a 
survey of articles related to com
puters and data processors, and their 
applications and implications, occur
ring in certain magazines. We hope 
to cover at least the following mag
azines, beginning with issues dated 
January 1, 1959, or later: 

Automatic Control 
Automation 
Automation and Automatic 
Equipment News (British) 
Business Week 
Control Engineering 
Datamation 
Electronic Design 
Electronics 
Harvard Business Review 
Industrial Research 
Instruments and Automation 
ISA Journal 
Proceedings of the IRE 
Management Science 
The Office 
Scientific American 

It is not easy to look into more than 
fifteen magazines each month, and 
make a search; the purpose of this 
type of reference information is to 
help anybody interested in computers 
find articles of particular relation to 
this field in these magazines. 

For each article, we shall publish: 
the title of the article / the name of 
the author(s) / the magazine and 
issue where it appears / the pub
lisher's name and address / two or 
three sentences telling what the 
article is about. 

Applying the Systems Approach to Ware
housing / R. J. Marland, General Elec
tric Co. / Control Engineering, vol. 6, 
no. ,1, Jan., '59, p 65 / McGraw-Hill, 
330 West 42 St., New York 

The feasibility of automatic warehous
ing, which is now possible by various 
means, ranging from a simple manual 
system, to a "sophisticated computer
controlled layout." 
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Soviet Trends in Computers for Control 
of Manufacturing Processes / V. B. 
Ushakov, Scientist, Moscow University 
/ Instruments and Automation, vol. 32, 
no. 1, Jan., '59, p 102 / Instruments 
and Automation, Pittsburgh 12, Pa. 
A resume of the state of Soviet com

puter art, covering process control com
puters and optimum parameter control. 

File Maintenance on Magnetic Tape / 
D. M. Irwin, Asst Secy, Group Division 
of Aetna / Machine Accounting and 
Data Processing, vol. 1, no. 2, Jan.-Feb., 
1959, p 24 / Gille Associates, Inc., 956 
Maccabees Bldg., Detroit 2, Mich. 
Problems in applying electronics to 

keep files efficiently. Comparison of 
manual, punched card and magnetic tape 
systems. 

A Primer on Paper Tape / J. W. O'Con
nor / Machine Accounting and Data 
Processing, vol. 1, no. 2, Jan.-Feb., 1959, 
p 19 / Gille Associates, Inc., 956 Mac
cabees Building, Detroit 2, Mich. 
Advantages and disadvantages of paper 

tape, and some of its varied uses, as in
put for electronic computers, to control 
the operations of automatic machines, etc. 

Transistors Provide Computer Clock Sig
nals / S. Schoen, Data Systems, Norden 
Division, United Aircraft Corp. / Elec
tronics, vol. 32, no. 9, Feb. 27, 1959, 
P 70 / McGraw-Hill, 330 West 42 St., 
New York 36, N.Y. 
Circuits designed to provide clock sig

nals for large digital computers using 
germanium transistors. Certain design 
techniques provide for efficient use of 
transistor power, allowing the system to 
achieve a peak load up to 5 amp. 

Western Joint Computer Conference / 
Datamation, vol. 5, no. 1, Jan.-Feb., 
1959, pp. 7-15 / Relyea Publishing 
Corp., 103 Park Ave., New York 17, 
N.Y. 
The conference, March 3-5, 1959; chair

men's messages of welcome; field trips; 
women's activities; list of exhibitors, 
their products and services; map of ex
hibit area; technical sessions with titles 
of papers and authors. 

Man-Machine Relationships / M. Taube, 
President, Documentation Inc. / Data
mation, vol. 5, no. 1, Jan.-Feb., 1959, 
p 18 / Relyea Publishing Corp., 103 
Park Ave., New York 17, N.Y. 
The question of whether a machine can 

simulate a human brain. The author says 

"No," and defines the relationship be
tween machine and man, as being one of 
complementation and augmentation, not 
simulation. 

Electronic Switching - A New Concept 
for Future Telephone Exchanges / R. C. 
Stiles, Senior Project Engineer, Gen
eral Telephone Laboratories, Inc. / 
General Telephone Technical Journal, 
vol. 6, no. 3, Jan., 1959, pp 62-75 / 
General Telephone Labs., Inc., North
lake, Illinois. 
A broad look at some possible future 

electronic switching techniques, with a 
history of research and development, and 
a concise outline of experimental systems. 
Any proposed system will demand a great 
deal from the "memory" of the computer, 
but in the distant future, computers will 
operate the telephone. 

The Computing Field Will Continue Its 
Expansion / R. W. Hamming, Presi
dent, Assn. for Computing Machinery, 
Bell Telephone Laboratories, Inc. / The 
Office, vol. 49, no. 1, Jan. '59, p 122 
/ Office Publications Inc., 232 Madison 
Ave., New York 16, N.Y. 
Due to the growth of computing in 

America, "many installations do almost 
double the volume of work that they did 
the previous year." The Assn. for Com
puting Machinery helps coordinate and 
organize matters pertaining to computing, 
so that individuals can obtain help and 
guidance from others who are familiar 
with computers. 

A High-Speed Logic System Using Mag
netic Elements and Connecting Wire 
Only / H. D. Crane, Senior Member, 
IRE / Proceedings of the IRE, vol. 47, 
no. 1, Jan. '59, pp 63-73 / Institute of 
Radio Engineers, Inc., 1 East 79 St., 
New York 21, N.Y. 
By the use of geometric variation in the 

magnetic core toroidal structure, new 
logic design freedom is achieved. Logic 
functions may be formed directly within 
a Multiaperture Device (MAD), and 
these elements may also be simply inter
connected to perform logical functions, 
such as, one output controlling several 
inputs. 

Computer Increases Employees But 
Greatly Improves Records / A. R. Bon
giovi, Assistant Controller, Phillips
Van Heusen Corp. / The Office, vol. 49, 
no. 2, Feb., '59, p 116 / Office Pub
lications Inc., 232 Madison Ave., . New 
York 16, N.Y. 
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PUNCHED CARD 

AND TABULATOR 

COUPLER 

•.. a new accessory for the Bendix G-15 Digital 

Computer for low cost, high performance 

punched card computing 

Now, at a cost significantly below that of any similar 
equipment, Bendix provides a complete computing 
system with 100 card per minute punched card input 
and output, and 100 line per minute tabulation. 

Heart of the system is the Bendix G-15 general 
purpose digital computer, which has proven its 
performance in well over 150 successful installations. 

The CA-2 coupler, a newly developed G-15 accessory, 
enables the computer to operate in conjunction with 
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conventional punched card and tabulating equipment. 

A full 80 columns of numeric, alphabetic, or special 
character information can be accommodated using 
only the CA-2 as a connecting link between the card 
equipment and the G-15. Any column of the card 
can contain anyone of the three types of information. 

Three input-output units may be connected simul
taneously . . . one for input, one for output, and a 
third for input or output. Data may be read or 
punched by standard card units, or printed by stand
ard tabulators. All input and output is under complete 
control of the computer. Computation can proceed 
during the input or output cycle, thus assuring 
maximum over-all computing speed. 

In addition to the CA-2, the computer's typewriter 
and paper tape equipment, and auxiliary magnetic 
tape storage units may be used for completely 
versatile input, output, and storage. Both power and 
space requirements of the complete punched card 
computer system are approximately half that of other 
systems of this type. 

A system that includes the G-15 computer, the CA-2 
coupler, two summary punches and a tabulator, leases 
for approximately half the price of a typical medium
priced system with s~milar capabilities. 

Whether you are now using punched card or com
puting equipment, or if you are delaying such plans 
due to high costs, you will want to learn more about 
this inexpensive, efficient equipment. Detailed tech
nical information on the G-15 and the CA-2 will be 
sent on request. Write to the Bendix Computer 
Division of Bendix Aviation Corporation, Los Angeles 
45, California Department Dll 
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AIR 
TRAFFIC 

CONTROL 

An expanding program in air 
traffic control has created inter
esting opportunities with The 
Thompson·Ramo-Wooldridge 
Products Company. This pro
gram requires the development 
of tractable mathematical mod
els, advanced programming 
methods, and techniques for 
analyzing immense quantities 
of data. In addition, it involves 
the application of digital com
puters, input-output equipment, 
and associated displays. Tech
nical staff members now being 
added will have opportunities to 
make substantial contributions 
to tomorrow's systems. 

Openings exist in the systems 
engineering groups in Los An
geles, California, and Atlantic 
City, New Jersey. 

Engineers, physicists and 
mathematicians who have B.S. 
or advanced degrees and appro
priate experience are invited to 
write: 

Mr. Harry A. Keit, Associate 
Manager Data Processing and 
Controls Department. 

THE THOMPSON

RAMO-WOOLDRIDGE 

PRODUCTS COMPANY 

P. O. Box 90067 Airport Station 
Los Angeles 45. California 

A DIVISION OF 
THOMPSON RAMO WOOLDRIDGE 

INC. 

The increase in a company's competi
tive strength more than offsets the need 
for more employees to process the timelier 
computer records. The computer produces 
a variety of valuable reports, such as 
local, county, state, and federal tax cal
culations, monthly sales by quantity and 
dollar value of each item sold, etc. 

Survey of Digital Computer and Cal
culator Users and Orders / D. G. & 
R. Pedder / Automation and Automatic 
Equipment News, vol. 4, no. 6, Feb. 
'59, p 971 / Automation and A. E. 
News, 9 Gough Square, Fleet Street, 
London, E. 4. 
A survey of digital computer and cal

culator users in the United Kingdom, in
cluding a summary of computers on order 
and delivered during Feb., 1959, includ
ing IBM, Leo, Ferranti, National Cash 
Register Co., etc. 

A Survey of Automatic Tank-Level Gages 
/ Howard S. Andrews, Esso Standard 
Oil Co. / Control Engineering, vol. 6, 
no. 2, Feb., '59, p 92 / McGraw-Hill, 
330 West 42 St., New York. 
A complete automatic gaging system for 

most refineries and many chemical plants 
can be installed comparatively cheaply. 
Through electronically controlled gaging 
and computing systems, the instrumenta
tion results in lower costs. 

Team Approach to Computer Programs 
for Numerical Control/E. F. Carlberg, 
Boeing Airplane Co. / Control Engi
neering, vol. 6, no. 1, Jan., '59, p 77 
/ McGraw-Hill, 330 West 42 St., New 
York. 
The various approaches to developing 

a computer program; why there are so 
many schools of thought; why the team 
approach, through compromise among its 
members, overcomes many problems. 

How Robot Voices Vector Fighter Pilots 
/ C. W. Poppe, Defense Products Divi
sion, Fairchild Camera and Instrument 
Co., and P. J. Suhr, Marine Division, 
Sperry Gyroscope Co. / Electronics, 
vol. 32, no .. 2, Jan. 9, 1959, P 47 / 
McGraw-Hill, 330 West 42 St., New 
York. 

Still in the experimental stage, an auto
matic voice link converts data describ
ing the position of enemy aircraft into 
verbal instructions for transmission to 
interceptor aircraft. Describes the use of 
a five"bit code, and binary bits to select 
prerecorded spoken words. 

Optimizing Refinery Operations With a 
Digital Computer / R. Landes, Research 
Programmer, Champlain Oil and Re
'finery Co. / ISA Journal, vol. 6, no. 1, 
Jan., '59, p 67 / Instrument Society of 
America, 313 Sixth Ave., Pittsburgh 22, 
Pa. 
The digital computer as a useful tool 

in providing fast answers to complex 
problems in petroleum blending, pipeline 
delivery scheduling; plans to use the com
puter to watch and check refinery pro
cesses, and to operate as close to optimum 
level as possible. 

BOOKS 
and 

OTHER 
PUBLICATIONS 

W E PUBLISH HERE citations 
and brief reviews of books, 

articles, papers, and other publica
tions which have a significant rela
tion to computers, data processing, 
and automation, and which have 
come to our attention. We shall be 
glad to report other information in 
future lists if a review copy is sent 
to us. The plan of each entry is: 
author or editor / title / publisher 
or issuer / date, publication process, 
number of pages, price or its equiv
alent / comments. If you write to a 
publisher or issuer, we would appre
ciate your mentioning Computers 
and Automation. 

Murphy, John S. / Basics of Digital Com
puters / John F. Rider Publisher, Inc., 
116 West 14 St., New York 11, N.Y. 
/ 1958, photooffset, vol. 1, 116 pp., 
$2.50; vol. 2, 133 pp., $2.50; vol. 3, 
136 pp., $2.50. 

These three volumes contain the "meat" 
of a four-year course developed to give 
computer technicians and field engineers 
a fundamental education in digital com
puters - concepts of storage, control, 
timing, arithmetic, programming, etc. 
The indexes are comprehensive; graphic 
illustrations abound. 

Goldbe!g, Samuel / Introduction to Dif
ference Equations, with Illustrative Ex
amples from Economics, Psychology 
and Sociology / John Wiley & Sons, 
Inc.. 440 Fourth Ave., New York 16, 
N.Y. / 1958, printed, 260 pp., $6.75. 

The author of this text, associate pro-
fessor of mathematics at Oberlin College, 
introudces the reader to the principles 
and applications of finite differences and 
difference equations. As indicated in his 
title, he includes ample illustrative ex
amples throughout the text discussions; 
also he includes more than 250 problems 
for solution. In the beginning, the text 
requires only a knowledge of standard 
algebraic techniques and some trigonom
etry. As the material of the text requires 
more advanced mathematical back
grounds, topics such as the limiting be
havior of real sequences, generating func
tions, and matrix algebra are developed. 
A bibliography and index are included. 

Vajda, S. / Readings in Linear Program
ming / John Wiley & Sons, Inc., 440 
Fourth Ave., New York 16, N.Y. / 
1958, printed, 99 pp., $3.00. 

Dr. Vajda presents here a representa
tive selection of linear programming ap
plications, seeking to demonstrate the 
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basic ideas involved when linear pro
gramming techniques are applied to the 
types of problems often met by the op
erations research analyst. The material 
is presented so that the reader needs only 
a background in elementary mathematics 
in order to grasp the ideas and applica
tions involved. A bibliography of nearly 
one hundred items is included. 

Bendat, Julius S. / Principles and Ap
plications of Random Noise Theory / 
John Wiley & Sons, Inc., 440 Fourth 
Ave., New York 16 ,N.Y. / 1958, 
printed, 431 pp., $11.00. 
This book seeks to explain to the stu

dent, the research scientist, and the prac
tising engineer the basic ideas of ran
dom noise analysis. It presents difficult 
problems in noise and their solutions, 
blending probability theory and statistical 
theory with the basic fundamentals of 
'analysis of random noise. Analog com
puter techniques, errors in auto-correla
tion measurements, optimum time-vari
able filters are among the topics covered 
in the text. A comprehensive bibliog
raphy is included. 

Elsasser, Walter M. / The Physical Foun
dation of Biology, An Analytical Study 
/ Pergamon Press Inc., 122 East 55th 
St., New York 22, N.Y. / 1958 printed, 
219 pp., $4.75. 
The author attempts an ambitious proj

ect - he proposes to analyze "the dif
ference between an organism and an auto
maton." The book's early chapters sur
vey the relatively new fields of cyber
netics and information theory, then con
tinue into a discussion of physical "Struc
ture and Variability" and "Microscopic 
Measurement." This last chapter is a 
somewhat philosophical attempt to "pro
vide a better understructure for biological 
concepts." The author's subject-matter 
is interesting; and he has usually suc
ceeded in presenting his material in sim
ple, factual terms. 

Hurley, Richard B. / Junction Transistor 
Electronics / John Wiley & Sons, Inc., 
440 Fourth Ave., New York 16. N.Y. 
/ 1958, printed, 473 pp., $12.50. 
This book emphasizes working prin-

ciples of applied transistor circuits. The 
author first discusses low-level semicon
ductor physics, including lattice-structure 
and conductivity. He then presents such 
topics as bias stabilization, thermal run
away, switching theory, negative feed
back, and saturation currents. 

Hohn, Franz E. / Elementary Matrix Al
gebra / The MacMillan Co., 60 Fifth 
Ave., New York 11, N.Y. I 1958, 
printed, 305 pp., $10.00. 
This text requires of the reader only a 

background in elementary college alge
bra. The author presents matrix algebra 
simply arid clearly enough so that a reader 
wishing to use the tool of matrices with
out studying formal mathematical proofs 
may do so. He treats the Laplace expan
sion in a way intended to be of especial 
interest to scientists and engineers work
ing with computers. A bibliography of 
"Vector Spaces, Matrices, Determinants, 
and Their Applications" is included. 
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Keeping ahead of its customers is the only way a magnetic tape 
manufacturer can meet the rapidly rising standards being set for 
its product. And often the standards are as varied as they are 
exacting: Special slitting tolerances, coating thicknesses, base 
materials and magnetic oxides are rapidly becoming'more usual 
than novel. Audio Devices' battery of Automatic Certifiers is one 
of the unique means used to make sure EP Audiotape always meets 
customer specifications. . 

Type EP Audiotape is the extra precision magnetic recording 
tape for applications in computing, automation, telemetering and 
seismography. The Automatic Certifier records and plays back 
every inch of the EP Audiotape under test. These tests can be so 
demanding that if the tape fails to reproduce a single test pulse 
out of the 40 million put on a single reel, the entire reel is rejected. 
There are no ifs, ands or buts. 

This is one of many special quality-control operations to which 
EP Audiotape is subjected. From raw materials to hermetically 
sealed containers, every reel gets individual attention. 

EP Audiotape quality is so well verified by instruments like the 
Automatic Certifier that every reel is guaranteed to be defect-free! 
For more information write for free Bulletin Tl12A. Write Dept. 
TA, Audio Devices, Inc., 444 Madison Avenue, New York 22, N. Y. 

TYPE [g[?) 
AUDIO DEVICES, INC. 
444 Madison Ave., N. Y. 22, N. Y. 
In HollyWood: 840 N. Fairfax Ave. 
In Chicago: 5428 Milwaukee Ave. 
Export Dept.: 13 East 40th St., N. Y., 16 
Rectifier Division: 620 E. Dyer Rd., Santa Ana, Calif. 
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A Survey of 
British Digital Computers 

<Continued from the March issue, p. 29) 

Finally, a large data processing sys
tem, Ferranti Perseus, was designed 
and the first models are completed. 
The U.S. agency is at New York. 

-Pegasus 
Operation mode: serial. Number base: 
binary. Word length: 38 bits plus sign. 
Instructions: 1 address type (1 half
word). 
Immediate access store: nickel delay 
lines. Capacity: 7 accumulators or B
registers, 2 of which combine to a double 
length accumulator, and 48 one word 
registers. Main store: magnetic drum. 
Capacity: 5,120 words, 4,096 words for 
general use and 1,024 words for perma
nent input and test programs. Speed: 
3,720 rpm. Mean access time: 8 ms. 
Up to 4 ElectroData magnetic tape units 
are optional. They are connected with the 
computer by a magnetic tape control 
unit (with a buffer store capacity of 32 
words). 
Input: two 5 hole paper tape readers 
(200 char. per sec), with switching by 
program. Output: 5 hole paper tape (33 
char. per sec) or teleprinter (7 char. per 
sec). A converter, linking the magnetic 
tape mechanisms to auxiliary equipment, 
a card reader (200 cards per min), a card 
punch (100 cards per min) and a line 
printer (150 lines of 92 alphanumeric 
char. per min), is optional. Powers
Samas, Hollerith or IBM cards can be 
used. 
Operation speeds (including access time) : 
0.3 ms for addition and subtraction, 2.0 
ms for multiplication and 5.5 ms for 
division. 
Power consumption: 17.5 kVA maximum. 
Floor area (standard machine): 65 sq. 
ft. Price: about £ 55,000, magnetic tape 
units and auxiliary equipment not in
cluded. 
An improved version, Pegasus 2, has fol
lowing features: an expanded capacity 
of the main store (9,216 words), up to 
16 optional magnetic tape units, increased 
speed of the two paper tape readers (300 
char. per sec), an high speed paper tape 
output (Creed: 240 char. per sec) and 
direct punched card input/output. 

-Mercury 
Mode: serial in operation and parallel 
for storage. Number base: binary. Float
ing point automatic. Word length: 10, 
20 and 40 bits. For floating point opera
tion the full word length is split in 30 
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(Part 2) 
Joseph L. F. De Kerf 

Research Laboratories 
Gevaert Photo-Producten N.V. 

Mortsel, Belgium 

bits for the argument and 10 bits for the 
exponent. Instructions: 1 address type 
(20 bits). Division by subroutine. 
Computing store: magnetic cores. Ca
pacity: 1 accumulator of 40 bits with 
floating point working, 7 B-registers of 
10 bits (1 being an accumulator) and 
1,024 registers of 40 bits (alternatively 
512 or 256 words). Main store: 4 to 8 
magnetic drums. Capacity: 4,096 words 
per drum. Speed: 3,472 rpm. Mean 
access time: about 8.6 ms. An auxiliary 
magnetic tape store, with up to 8 Electro
Data tape units, is under development. 
Input: 5 hole paper tape (200 char. per 
sec). Output: 5 hole paper tape (33 
char. per sec) or teleprinter (7 char. per 
sec), equipped with a keyboard. The 
standard paper tape equipment can be 
replaced by an high speed reader (300 
char. per sec) and punch (Creed: 240 
char. per sec). Input by punched cards 
(200 cards per min) and output by 
punched cards (100 cards per min) or 
line printer (150 or 300 lines per min), 
via converter from magnetic tape, are 
developed. 7 extra input and 7 extra out
put devices will be optional. 
Operation speeds (including access time): 
0.180 ms for addition and subtraction 
(0.06 ms with the B-registers), 0.3 ms 
for multiplication and 3.5 ms for divi
sion (by subroutine). 
Power consumption: 40 kVA (plus 15 
kVA for refrigeration system). Floor 
area (standard machine): 180 sq. ft. 
Price: approximately £ 100,000. 

- Perseus 
Operation mode: serial. Number base: 
binary. Word length: 72 bits. Data are 
represented by 12 6-bit characters. These 
characters may be alphabetic letters, deci
mal digits or other symbols. Instructions: 
1 address type. Instruction length: 24 
bits (3 instructions form 1 word). Radix 
arithmetic is automatic. 
Quick access store: nickel delay lines. 
Capacity: 1,024 words, arranged in 32 
blocks of 32 words. Composition: 1 
block of 32 single lines (accumulators, 
registers and radix registers), 4 blocks 
of 32 single lines (immediate access) 
and 27 blocks, of 32 words, stored in 
16-word lines (average access time: 
2 ms). The store may be extended to 64 
blocks. Addition of a drum is possible. 
Up to 16 ElectroData magnetic tape units 
may be connected in 4 blocks of 4 units. 
Each block control unit is individually 
addressed and provided with a 32-word 
buffer store. Transfer from and to the 

tapes is done in 32-word blocks (75 ms). 
Input: 65 or 80 column cards (Powers
Samas, Hollerith or IBM: up, to 300 
cards per min) or 5 and/or 7 hole paper 
tape (200 char. per sec). Output: high 
speed printer (Samastronic: 300 lines of 
140 char. per min), operating from mag
netic tape, or teleprinter (7 ch~r. per sec). 
Operation times: 0.234 ms for addition 
and subtraction, 0.780 ms per significant 
digit of multiplicand for multiplication 
and 11 ms average for division. 
Power consumption: about 10 kVA. 
Floor area occupied by the basic com
puter, control desk and power supply 
unit included, is 180 sq. ft. Price of the 
system: expected to be in the £ 300,000 
rdnge. 

LEO COMPUTERS LTD, 
Elms House, Brook Green, London. 

In 1947 J. Lyons & Co., Ltd, pro
posed to use an electronic computer in 
their office. As no commercial mach
ine was available at that time, it was 
decided in 1949 to build one them
selves. The computer, based on the 
Cambridge EDSAC I, was completed 
in 1953 and named LEO (Lyons' 
Electronic Office). A LEO Computer 
Service was organized and used by 
many organizations for a variety of 
mathematical and clerical jobs. From 
this prototype, a more flexible and 
compact computer, LEO II, was de
veloped. LEO II was completed in 
1957 and commercial copies are 
available from LEO Computers Ltd. 
Five machines have been installed 
and two are on order. 

-Leo II 
Operation mode: serial. Number base: 
binary. Word length: 18 bits plus sign 
(short) and 38 bits plus sign (long). 
Instructions: 1 address type (19 bits). 
Square root is automatic. 
Quick access store: mercury delay lines. 
Capacity: 14 registers of 39 bits and 
2,048 words of 19 bits. Access: respec
tively immediate and 0.16 ms average. 
Auxiliary store: up to 8 Ferranti mag
netic drums. Capacity: 8,192 words of 
19 bits per drum. Average access time: 
6 ms. Up to 8 Decca twin magnetic tape 
units can be connected. 
Input (4 channels) : punched cards 
(Hollerith: 200 cards per min), paper 
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tape (Ferranti: 200 char. per sec) 
or magnetic tape. Output (3 channels): 
punched cards (Hollerith: 100 cards per 
min), printers (Hollerith: 100 lines per 
min, Bull: 150 lines per min, Samastronic: 
300 lines per min) or magnetic tape. Pro. 
vision is made for automatic conversion 
and reconversion between binary, decimal 
and sterling notations. Buffer stores are 
provided in each of the input/output 
channels and also between the auxiliary 
and main stores, enabling each to work 
in parallel with the computer. Thus, read
ing, punching, calculating and printing 
can be carried out simultaneously with the 
operating of any 2 of the magnetic tape 
decks. 
Operation speeds: 0.34 for addition and 
subtraction (0.6 ms including instruc 
tion), 0.6 to 3.5 ms for multiplication 
and 3.5 ms for division. 
Power consumption: up to 40 kVA. 
Room accommodation: about 1,250 sq 
ft. Price: a complete installation, includ. 
ing ancillary and data preparation equip. 
ment but magnetic tape units not in
cluded, may cost between £ 80,000 and 
£ 180,000. 

METROPOLIT AN-VICKERS 
ELECTRICAL CO. LTD, 
Trafford Park, Manchester. 

Metropolitan - Vickers commenced 
work on designing a medium speed 
digital computer in 1954 and by the 
end of 1955 the first prototype, using 
point-contact tninsistors, was operat
ing. A commercial version, the Met
rovick 950 general purpose digital 
computer, was developed. Junction 
transistors on printed circuits, plug
in board techniques are used through
out the arithmetical and control units. 
Three machines of this type are op
erating. A large scale high speed 
data processing computer, the Met
rovick 1010, a completely transis
torized machine, is designed. It is 
scheduled to be available in 1960. 

The company manufactures alS( 

control systems and general purpose 
electronic analogue computers with 
extension facilities (like the Metro
vick 952). 

- Metrovick 950 

Operation mode: serial. Number base 
binary. Decimal to binary conversion and 
reconversion automatic. Word length 
32 bits. Instructions: 1 + 1 address type 
(1 word). Division by subroutine. 
Main store: magnetic drum. Capacity 
4,096 words. Speed: 3,000 rpm. Acces 
time: 10 ms average. Arithmetic two
word registers take the form of regenera
tive tracks on the drum. A B-line con
sisting of 8 words on a regenerative track 
enables instructions to be modified after 
they are from the main store and before 
they are obeyed. 
Input: 5 hole paper tape (Metrovick 
960, available as ~ self-contained unit: 250 
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·A Logical 
Deduction 

I Becauselthe design of an NJE SOLID STATE 
transistorized power supply permits no 
compromise with quality; 

~ every transformer and choke is a 
MIL·T·27·A style unit; every resistor is 
wire·wound; every capacitor is the finest of 
its type; 

IBecausel every component is significantly 
derated at the worst combination of line, 
IQad, and ambient conditions, including 
repeated short circuits and critical partial 
overloads; 

IBecause!NJE "regulation" is the total of the 
worst simultaneous combination of line and 
load effects, static and dynamic; 

JBecause! NJE circuitry provides stability, 
against both time and temperature, better 
than the rated regulation; 

~ we build all 14 standard models 
from three mass·produced "building 
blocks", very competitively, despite higher 
quality, 

lit follows thatl your best buy in a transis· 
torized power supply is NJE SOLID STATE. 

QED ... 
choose NJE 

55·32.20. 
rear view, 
showing swing.out panel. 

MODEL VOLTS AMP. MODEL VOLTS AMP. 

SS·7·15 0·7 0·15 TR·36.1 0·36 0·1 

SS·10·10 0·10 0·10 5S·1603 0·160 0·1.5 

SS·10·50 0·10 0.50 55·1605 0·160 0·3.0 

TR·18·2 0·18 0·2 55·3600 10·36 0·50 

SS·32·3 0·32 0·3 5S·1503 100·150 0·1.5 

S5·32·10 0·32 0·10 SS·3003 290·300 0·1.5 

SS·32·20 0·32 0.20 SS·1505 100·150 0·3.0 

345 Carnegie Avenue, Kenilworth, New Jersey 
CH 1·1500 TWX· Roselle, N. J. 51 FAX - FFP 
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char. per sec). Output: 5 hDle paper 
tape (25 char. per sec), teleprinter (7 
char. per sec) Dr bDth (7 char. per sec). 
OperatiDn speeds (excluding access time): 
3 ms fDr additiDn and subtractiDn, 8 ms 
fDr multiplicatiDn. 
PDwer cDnsumption: abDut 6 kV A. FIDDr 
area Dccupied: 50 sq. ft. Price: apprDxi
mately £ 21,000. 

- MetrDvick 1010 

OperatiDn mDde: parallel. Number base: 
binary. WDrd length: 13 bits (shDrt) Dr 
44 bits (lDng). PDint wDrking: fixed 
and flDating. InstructiDns: 1 address type 
(22 bits). TwO' Dr mDre prDgrammes 
can be Dperated cDncurrently. Facilities 
are prDvided fDr tempDrary interruptiDns 
Df Dne prDgramme in Drder to' execute 
anDther Df high priDrity. 
Arithmetical registers: three 44 digit 
accumulatDrs (twO' Df which cDmbine to 
fDrm a dDuble length accumulatDr) and 
eight 13 digit accumulatDrs (B-lines). 
WDrking stDre: magnetic CDres. Capacity: 
2,048 Dr 4,096 wDrds Df 44 digits. Access 
time: 3.5 micrO' sec. Backing stDre: mag
netic drum. Capacity: 8,192 wDrds Df 44 
digits, in blDcks Df 32 wDrds. Mean access 
time: 10 ms per blDck. RandDm access 
stDre: magnetic drum. Capacity: 60,000 
wDrds Df 44 digits, in blDcks Df 3 wDrds. 
Mean access time: 0.1 sec per blDck. Up 
to' 8 Decca twin magnetic tape units may 
be cDnnected. 
Input: 5 hDle paper tape (MetrDvick 960: 
250 char. per sec), 5 to' ,8 hDle paper tape 
(MetrDvick 961: 1,000 char. per sec), 
40 cDlumn cards (PDwers-Samas: 540 
cards per min) Dr 80 cDlumn cards (HDI
lerith: 600 cards per min). Output: 5 
to' 8 hDle paper tape (Creed: 300 char. 
per sec) Dr line printer (SamastrDnic: 
300 lines Df 140 char. per min). A 
buffer stDre cDntrDI unit Drganizes simul
taneDUS DperatiDn Df ancillary units and 
computatiDn by sharing use Df the wDtk
ing stDre between them. 
OperatiDn speeds (including access time): 
0.020 ms fDr additiDn and subtractiDn, 
0.200 ms fDr multiplicatiDn and division 
(maximum). 
PDwer cDnsumptiDn: 2 kVA and up. 
FIDDr area Dccupied by the basic CDm

pu~er, wDrking stDre and cDntrDI d~sk 
included: 20 sq. ft. FIDDr space Dccupled 
by a large installatiDn: less than 600 sq. 
ft. Price: nDt available fDr the mDment. 

POWERS-SAMAS ACCOUNTING 
MACHINES LTD, 
Whyteleafe, Surrey. 

The company, one of the Vickers 
Group, is one of the oldest manufac
turers of punched card equipment. 
Originally the company imported 
"Powers" machines. In 1921 a fac
tory was established at Croydon and 
manufacture commenced (Ace. and 
Tab.). The "Samas," derived from 
the name of the French marketing 
company, was added later. Agency 
in the U.S. is the Underwood Corpo-

ration (Samas Punched Card Divi
sion). 

The Powers-Samas punched card 
equipment handles cards with 21, 40, 
65 or 80 columns. The capacity of 
the cards may be doubled (interstage 
working) . Well known electronic 
calculating punches are the Em p and 
the p.eE. A more recent calculator 
is the p.ee (Program Controlled 
Computer). The control is not in
ternal, but by plugboards. It is how
ever one of the largest of its kind. 
About 35 have been delivered. 

A flexible data processing system 
(Pluto), with the Ferranti' Pegasus 
as central computer. and Powers
Samas ancillary equipment, has been 
introduced recently. 

-PCC 
OperatiDn mDde': serial parallel. Num
ber base: binary decimal. WDrd length: 
16 decimal digits plus sign. PrDgram 
stDrage is cDntained in 4 pre-set prO' gram 
bDards (160 instructiO'ns tDtally). 80 ad
ditiDnal instructiDns fDrm built-in sub
routines to' perfDrm certain fixed functiDns 
such as multiplicatiDn and divisiDn, as 
well as for autDmatic sterling prDcessing. 
InstructiDns are Df the 2 address type (the 
result replaces ,Dne Df the 2 Dperands in its 
IDcatiDn). 
Main stDre: magnetic drum. Capacity: 
160 wDrds (4 tracks of 40 wDrds). Speed: ' 
3,000 rpm. Access time: 10 ms average. 
AdditiDnal tracks are used as immediate 
access stDre (6 wDrds) and as input/Dut
put stDre. Input/Dutput: 65 Dr 80 cDlumn 
cards. NDrmal speed is 120 cards per min 
(60 cards with full nDrmal and interstage 
wDrking). An high speed stylDgraphic 
printing tabulatDr (Dff -line), the Samas
trDnic, cDmpletes the equipment. Print
ing speed is 300 lines Df 140 char. per 
min. 
Operation speeds: 0.5 ms fDr additiDn 
and subtractiDn (including instructiDn), 
6.5 to' 65 ms fDr multiplicatiDn and 25 to' 
150 ms fDr divisiDn. 
Price: abDut £ 20,000, the SamastrDnic 
TabulatDr nDt included. 

STANDARD TELEPHONES AND 
CABLES LTD, Newport Mon. 

The company manufactures tele
communication and allied equipment. 
In cooperation of the Netherlands 
P.T.T., their information processing 
division designed and developed a 
medium sized electronic digital com
puter, called Stantec~Zebra. About 
fifteen have been delivered. In U.S. 
the company is associated with the 
International Standard Electric Corp
oration and with the Intelex Systems 
Incorporated. 

[TO' Be CDntinued} 
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NEW PATENTS 
RAYMOND R. SKOLNICK 

Reg. Patent Agent 
Ford Inst. Co., Div. of Sperry Rand Corp. 

Long Island City 1, New York 

T HE followin~ i~ a compilation of 
patents percalrung to computers 

and associated equipment from the 
-"Official Gazette of the United 
States Patent Office," dates of issue 
as indicated. Each entry consists of: 
patent number / inventor(s) / as
signee / invention. Printed copies 
of patents may be obtained from the 
U.S. Commissioner of Patents, Wash
ingcon 25, D.C., at a cost of 25 
cents each. 

Sept. 30, 1958 (cont'd): 

2,854,576 / Peter Palic, Hamburg-Lock
stedt, Germany / North American 
Philips Co., Inc., New York, N.Y. / 
An electronic memory system. 

Oct. 7, 1958: 2,854,854 / Sigmund Rappa
port, Port Washington, and William 
H. Newell, Mt. Vernon, N.Y. / Sperry 
Rand Corp., Ford Inst. Co. Div., Long 
Island City, N.Y. / A mathematical 
fwnction generator. 

2,.854,856 / Walter R. Oppen, Plandome, 
N.Y. / Sperry Rand Corp., Ford Inst. 
Co. Div., Long Island City, N.Y. / A 
programming device. 

2,855,146 / Harley A. Henning, Milling
ton, N.]., and Orlando J. Murphy, New 
York, and Herbert M. Teager, Brook
lyn, N.Y. / Bell Telephone Lab., Inc., 
New York, N.Y. / A magnetic .drum 
computer. 

2,855,148 / George F. Schroeder, West 
Hempstead and Victor H. Seliger, For
est Hills, N.Y. / Sperry Rand Corp., 
Ford Inst. Co. Div., Long Island City, 
N.Y. / An electric multiplier for .an
alog computers. 

Oct. 14, 1958: 2,856,126 / Tom Kilburn, 
Davyhulme, Eng. / National Research 
Development Corp., London, Eng. / A 
multiplying arrangement .for electronic 
digital computing machines. 

2,856,256 / Justice N. Carmen, Jr. Ingle
wood, Arthur J. Hannum, Los An1}eles, 
and Edward W. Gould, Reseda, Calif. / 
Hughes Aircraft Co., a Corp. of Dd. 
/ A coded magnetic binary recorder. 

2,856,526 / Leslie C. M~rrill, Ft. Wayne, 
Ind. / U.S.A. as represented by the U.S. 
Atomic Energy Comm. / Gating cir
cuits. 

Oct. 21, 1958: 2,857,099 / Gerhard Lieb
mann, Aldermaston, Eng. / Sunvic Con
trols Lim., London, Eng. / An elec
trical analogue-computing apparatus. 

2,857,100 / Abraham Franck, Minneap
olis, Minn., Robert Simon, Brooklyn, 
N.Y., and William R. Keye, St. Paul, 
Minn. / Sperry Rand Corp., a corp. of 
Del. / An error detection system. 

2,857,554 / - Thomas Arthur Watson, 
Montreal, Quebec, Can. / Caaadian 
Marconi Co., Montreal, Queeec, Can. / 
A pulse code responsive circuit control 
arrangement. 

r;GtiJV(!l/~f5~ 

a Word caPacities up tQ 4096 
words (you specify). 

o Word lengths up to 40 bits/ 
word (you specify). 

o Access time to any 'address 
~4p.Sec. 

o Cycle time - 8 p.Sec. 
. 0 Modular plug-in etched cir-

cuits. . 
o High reliability and ease of 

maintenan~e. 

Write/or 
eight-page . 
BuUetin 'feM 

@@~l?ChDv131R 
@@~vlR@1b 
(30l~HPad~}W .. om@ 

92 BROAD STREET 
WELLESLEY 57, MASSACHUSETTS 

WESTERN DIVISION 
2251 BARRY AVENUE 

LOS ANGELES 64, CALIFORNIA 
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2,857,586 / Joseph Wylen, Phila., Pa. / 
Burroughs Corp., Detroit, Mich. / A 
logical magnetic circuit. 

La Jolla, Calif. / A digital position 
servo system. 

Nov. 18, 1958: 2,861,233 / Patrick J. 
McKeown, Syosset, N.Y. / Sperry Rand 
Corp., a corp. of Del. / A servomech
anism having an unlimited servoing 
range. 

Oct. 28, 1958: 2,858,429 / James E. Hey
wood, Palo Alto, Calif. / General Elec
tric Co., New York, N.Y. / A gated 
delay counter. 

2,860,327 / Charles A. Campbell, Mel
bourne, Fla. / -- / A binary-to
binary decimal converter. 

Nov. 4, 1958: 2,858,979 / Garrett Gruner, 
Ypsilanti, Mich. / Regents of the 
Univ. of Mich., Ann Arbor, Mich. / A 
circuit for vector solution in D.C. an
alog computers. 

2,858,980 / Harold H. Bargmann, Groton, 
Conn. / Sperry Rand Corp., a' corp. of 
Del. / A mechanical secant multiplier. 

2,858,981 / David A. Goldman, York
town Heights, N.Y. / -- / A vector 
summation system. 

2,859,359 / Arthur B. Olson, Richfield, 
Minn. / Sperry Rand Corp., a corp. of 
Del. / A magnetic binary ~ounting cir
cuit. 

2,859,408 / Johann Holzer, Long Branch, 
N.J. / U.S.A. as represented by the Sec. 
of the Army / A binary pulse modu
lator. 

2,859,429 / John M. Coombs, St. Paul, 
Minn. / Sperry Rand Corp., a corp. of 
Del. / Data storage apparatus controllS. 5 me Data Bloc • Data-Pac 

Nov. 11, 1958: 2,860,258 / Arthur D. 
Hall, Berkeley Heights, N.J. / Bell Tel
ephone Lab., Inc., New York, N.Y. / 
A transistor decade counter. 

2,860,260 / Langthorne Sykes, China 
Lake, Calif. / U.S.A. as represented by 
the Sec. of the Navy / A transistor in
tegrator which provides both positive 
and negative integration. 

2,860,287 / Theodore D. Koranye, Vestal, 
N.Y. / International Business Machines 
Corp., New York, N.Y. / An informa
tion storage unit. 

2,860,294 / Floyd G. Steele, La Jolla, 
Calif. / Digital Control Systems, Inc., 

Ver~atile, High-Speed digital building blocks for data 
handling, data convers1on systems ... special purpose 
counters . . . process control and automation . . . lab
oratory research and test equipment. 

NMR instrumentation, electromagnets and power supplies. 
error signal comparator .•• digital components. 

HARVEY-WELLS ELECTRONICS. INC. 
Research and Developmeltt Division 

5168 WASHINGTON ST., WEST ROXBURY 32, MASS. 

ADVERTISING IN D E X 
Following is the index of advertisements. Each item contains: 
Name and address of the advettiser / page number where the 
advertisement appears / name of agency- if any. 

Ampex Corp., 934 Charter St., Redwood City, Calif. / 
Page 40 / McCann Erickson, Inc. 

Audio Devices, Inc., 444 Madison Ave., New York 22, 
N.Y. / Page 33 I Marsteller, Rickard, Gebhardt and 
Reed, Inc. 

Bendix Aviation Corp., Computer Div., 5630 Arbor 
Vitae St., Los Angeles, Calif. I Page 31 / Shaw Ad
vertising Inc. 

Bendix Aviation Corp., Industrial Control Section, De
troit 37, Mich. I Page 28 I McManus, John and 
Adams, Inc. 

CEIR, 1200 Jefferson Davis Highway, Arlington 2, Va. I 
Page 27 I Ernest S. Johnston. 

C. P. Clare & Co., 3101 Pratt Blvd., Chicago 45, Ill. I 
Page 26 I Reincke, Meyer & Finn. 

Computer Control Co., 92 Broad St., Wellesley 57, Mass. 
I Page 37 I Briant Advertising. 

Di-An Controls, 40 Leon St., Boston 15, Mass. I 
Page 35 I 

ElectroData Div. of Burroughs Corp., 460 Sierra Madre 
Villa, Pasadena, Calif. ! Pages 8, 10 I Carson Rob
erts Inc. 

~SC Corp., 534 Bergen Blvd., Palisades Park, N.J. I 
Page 5 I Keyes, Martin & C~. 

General Electric Co., Aircraft Nuclear Propulsion Dept., 
P.O. Box 132, Cincinnati 15, Ohio I Page 29 I 
Deutsch & Shea, Inc. 

General Electric Co., Schenectady, N.Y. / Page 23 I. 
G. M. Basford Co. 

Harvey-Wells Electronics, Inc., Research & Development 
Div., 5168 Washington St., W. Roxbury 32, Mass. I 
Page 38 I Industrial Marketing Associates 

Minneapolis - Honeywell Regulator Co., DATAmatic 
Div., Newton Highlands, Mass. I Page 39 I Batten, 
Barton, Durstine & Osborne. 

NJE Corp., 345 Carnegie Ave., Kenilworth, N.J. I Page 
36 I Keyes, Martin and Co. 

Phi1co Corp., Government & Industrial Div., 4700 Wis
sahickon Ave., Philadelphia 44, Pa. I Page 3 / Max
well Associates, Inc. 

Ramo-Wooldridge Corp., Los Angeles 45, Calif. I Page 
21 I The McCarty Co. 

Space Technology Laboratories, Inc., P.O. Box 95004, 
Los Angeles, Calif. I Page 2 I Gaynor and Ducas, Inc: 

System Development Corp., 2406 Colorado Ave., Santa 
Monica, Calif. I Page 7 I Stromberger, La Vene, 
McKenzie. 

Thompson-Ramo-Wooldridge Products Co., P.O. Box 
90067, Airport Station, Los Angeles, Calif. I Page 32 
I The McCarty CO. 
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All-transistorized Honeywell 800 - the only all-purpose medium-scale data processing 
system that starts economically, expands with your needs, and cannot be outgrown. 

ONLY HONEYWELL aoo 

CAN GIVE YOU THESE 

BIMPORTANTADVANTAGES 

The most conservative experts in business data process
ing recognize the all-transistorized Honeywell 800 as an 
advance of the first magnitude. 

We believe the bold statements you're about to read 
will convince you Honeywell 800 merits your company's 
immediate investigation, whether you are now using 
- or considering - an electronic data processing system. 

1. Honeywell 000 can do up to 0 different, Independ
ently programmed lobs simultaneously - business, 

sCientific, or both. Now you can run off a payroll, up
date inventory, and schedule production all at once, and 

, all as independent jobs. And you can solve a scientific 
problem, too - while this data processing is going on. 

2. Honeywell 000 processes small volume applications 

economically. Only a rn~nimurn amount of equipment 
is needed to capitalize on Honeywell 800's tremendous 
speed and parallel processing ability. Hence, relatively 
small companies 'can reap the benefits of this System. 

3. Honeywell 000 can expand Its capacity In small, 

econom-Ical stages. The basic capacity of Honeywell 
800 can be expanded indefinitely to accommodate your 
company's long-range growth. It can be increased at any 
time in small steps and at small cost. You need never 
make additions you can't efficiently and profitably use. 

4. Honeywell 000 can grow without limit to meet your 

future needs. You can't outgrow Honeywell 800. Its tre
mendous potential capacity plus its ability to operate 
more than a dozen data processing devices simultaneQusly 
make it your profitable partner indefinitely. 

6. Honeywell 000 ends the problem of reprogramming 

(with its heavy costs). Honeywell 800's ability to ex
pand without limit means you will never have to pay the 
stiff price of' reprogramming. Nor are complex programs 
needed to utilize the full efficiency of the system's 
parallel processing; a single powerful control unit super-
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vises ea~h independent operation speeding in paralleI. 

6. Honeywell 000 can process many business lobs 
Independently, In no more time than It takes to do the 

longest lob alone. "Automatically controlled parallel 
processing" enables you to utilize the high speeds of 
Honeywell 800 with maximum efficiency. Your processing 
needn't wait for such relatively slow mechanical opera
tions as card reading or printing. 

7. Honeywell 000 can solve complex scientific prob
lems more efficiently than computers marketed for thIs 

purpose. We conservatively estimate that Honeywell 800 
is 30% more efficient as a scientific computer than the 
best-known scientific computers commercially available. 
(And remember, Honeywell 800 can solve scientific prob
lems while it processes business data.) 

o. Honeywell 000 can process more data per dollar In 

a working day than any other system. Competitively 
priced, Honeywell 800 can process your entire day's work 
smoothly and on schedule by operating your key pro
grams in parallel and controlling them automatically. In 
any working day Honeywell 800 can process your data 
at less cost than any other system. 

Both the equipment and the programs of Honeywell 
800 are backed by years of experience - and the kind of 
service you have come to expect from Honeywell. As with 
the Honeywell DATAmatic 1000, this exciting new sys
tem can be leased or purchased. 

For full details and specifications of Honeywell 800, write 
Minneapolis-Honeywell, DAT Amatic Division, Dept. 11, 
Newton Highlands 61, Massachusetts. 

Honeywell 
IJ.jl DATArnatic 
~ ELECTRONIC DATA PROCESSING 
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Perfect complement to your AMPEX system 

• • • your AMPEX Field Service Engineer 

Ampex service begins the moment your new equipment 
comes out of the cases. Whether it is a single FR-100A or 
a complete digital tape handling system, your Ampex 
Service Engineer is there on installation day. 

He sees to the proper installation of your equipment. He 
tests it with its original factory checkout tape and spe
cially designed calibration units. And he thoroughly 
instructs your staff in its operation. 

Throughout your warranty period-and afterwards
Ampex Field Service is instantly available for modifica
tions or fast replacements, avoiding costly down t ime. 

Minutes after your call to the nearest of 12 offices or to 
the Ampex Home Office, extra parts or components are on 
their way. And this same close tie between factory and 
Field Service keeps Ampex Service Engineers constantly 

up-to-date on the latest techniques and equipment. 

Available are Field Service programs ranging from sched
uled preventive maintenance calls or time and materials 
contracts, to the services of a full-time resident Ampex 
engineer. With your purchase, an Ampex data specialist 
will discuss a service and spare-parts plan tailor-made to 
suit your magnetic tape instrumentation needs. 

First in magnetic tape instrumentation AMPEX AMPEX INSTRUMEN T ATION DIVIS I ON 

934 Charter Stre e t, Redwood Ci t y, Ca li fo r ni a 
Offices in USA and Can ada. Engineering representat ives cover t he world. CQR r OJtATION 


